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Chapter I INTRODUCTION 
'file town of Weymouth, like many other connnunities in 
the United States, is faced with the proble.m of a very rapid 
growth of its school population... This growth .. is . coming from 
two sources: (1) an unprecedented increase . in the number of 
children born in the dist.rict since 1939, and (2.) a continu-
ously increasing . number of .. new families mov.ing .. into the town. 
Because of this rapid growth, the administration. has been 
faced with many .problems. Ther.e has .. been, and. is now the 
immediate nece.ssi ty of. f'inding. more .school housing, of secur-
ing new teachers,, and .. of finding .. an ade.qua.te . p.lan of 
educational. organi.zat.ion .of the .. school system. 
,. 
General S.tate.ment of the Problem 
Among these many problems and .needs in the Weymouth 
S.chool. System, is a. need .for an evaluation of the Music ·· 
Curriculum .in relation . to current practices, trends, and 
pedagogy of modern curriculum .development .. in the field of 
Music Education. 'lhe music . program. should .. reach . a maximum 
number of students, and shoul d be de.ve~oped . and rounded 
according .to modern principles of procedure . and techniques. 
A program. .which. is so o.rganize.d and develope.d will be more 
meaningful to the pupi.ls., . the te.achers, the administration, 
and .the . communi.ty as a whole •.. 
--
' 
2 
Significance. of. the Problem 
The administration .in Weymouth is .seriously concerned 
with the welfare of the music program, and. realizes the need 
for the redesigning and improvement. of the music .. curriculum.. 
It is felt . that a study of. this kind will be of some 
assistance to the administ.rati.on .. in getti.ng a .. better. picture 
of how Weymouth stands in .relation te current practices and 
trends in .Music Educati.o.n • . In addition .. to this, it is felt 
that the study wilL be . of s.ome aid . .in .the. development of the 
music. program. to it..s full .. p.otential. 
Because there are many othe.r suburban ... communities who 
are faced with many of the same problems .. as Weymouth in 
relation to rapid school growth, the writer -has felt that the 
study will be. of some. aid to those in the.i.r . re sp.ective music 
departments who may .be faced with simil.a.r. problems . in . keep-
ing pace with their own school g rowth. 
Definition of Terms 
Music .E.dueat.ion •.. The . term Music Education should be 
interpreted as education. through music: . in schoo~, in the 
home, in church, and in the. c.ommunity •. It.s function is to 
afford the . gre.at mas.se.s of people., . the ... satisfaction of 
list.ening . to, .or participating . in, music .• . It is taught for 
what it . can .contribute !2.- the child • . . The term Music 
I 
Educati.on used here, shall refe.r mostly . to its use and 
function in . the school. 
Music .. S.up.e.rv.isor.. .... A musi.c supervisor should be 
thought of in te.rms . of .. a resource person .• . Music .... supervision 
is a service ... activity .in rnusi.c that .exi.s.ts. to help teachers 
do. their job better. The . . music .supervisor's .basic function 
i .s to improve the .. le.arning .. situation . fo.r .. children .in . music. 
Special. Mus.i.c . . Te.ache.r • .... The spec.ial music teacher 
usually does no supervi.s.i.on • .. . . This . person. performs. the 
· actual mus.ic teaching, . ei.ther vo.cal or instrumental. 
Music Ap.preciat.ion. ·.Q£. Listen1Jl8• ... Music . appreciation 
or listening should be ... i .nte.rpreted as the . cult.ivation of 
intelligent .enjoyment .. of music. He.re, the. term is used in 
reference to. the medium. of. the phonograph., .. li.s .t .e.ning . .. to 
c.oncerts by both. school .and .. prof'essional .pe,rfo.rmers, and 
through. the .medium of radio . . and. television. 
Rhythmie .Ac.t1vitie.s • ... This term refers to: folk 
dancing., in its .various. fo.rms; songs .. which .. cont.ain. play 
activities such as walld.ng, running,. and . skipping; and the 
various response.s involved in. rhythm band. The func.tion of 
rhythm activities is to devel.op coordinati.on .through group 
participation. 
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Creati.ve ,.Mus..ic .. ...... Creative music refers to the 
enc.ouragement of the chi.ld . t o use . his. imagination. in the 
creation .. of .. songs, games .. , .d ance.s,. rhythms., . and . p~ay.; . as well 
as the dev.elopment of. simpl.e. plays .. involving the .use. o.f 
music learned in and out .. . of .. school .• . This may. al.so .involve 
various correlations, especially with art; as .. we.ll as the 
construction of simple .. instrurne.nts. .Creative music is, 
flfThe developmental .pr.o.ce.ss .,of putting. material.s .. toge.ther 
which expresses ideas, . feelings and. expe.riences of' the 
learner in a discriminating way."l 
Instrum.ental.Jdusic • .. . Instrumental mus.ic .refers to the 
teaching and .learning of the various band . and .orchestral in-
struments, as well as . participation .. in .. ensemble.s., .. bands, and 
orchestras. 
Instrumental ..... C~.as . a .. .. "The . instrumental class is a 
group of pupils .. hav.ing ,ap.proximately .. ,.t .he .. same . pro:f.i.ciency 
on their re.spective ins.trument.s, .which mee .. t .s . on .. regular 
schedule to learn . the .. princ.iples and .. techniques .of , playing 
their reapective instruments. under .the . guidance .. o:r the in-
structor in charge. 112 
1Music EduQ.atio,n .. Source Book, P• 131 
- · 
2 illS·' p .• 72 
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Pre-Inst.rument.a.l.. . .Musi,c ..• ... Refers. . to the teaching and 
learning of note .reading. and p.itch. disc.rlmination. through the 
use of various. rhythm. band instruments~ and s.imp.l.e mel.ody . 
instrument s such as ... ·the .. tene.tte and . recorder. Feeling for . 
ensemble playing is developed here. 
Music Theory. 11 Mus1c theory is a body of facts and 
princ1pl.es about the construction and notat1on of music. 11 3 
It invol.ves such things . as. scale cons.truction,. key signa-
tures, intervals, chord construction, including the harmoni-
zations of melodies . and .base.s. ; .and the .invent.! on of or1ginal 
melodic and harmonic material. on. paper .as well as the key-
.1;>oard... Added . experie.nc.e .. in. sight . s.ing1 ng .. and .. ear training 
shouldbe offered, . as .well as. the development of knowledge 
.. _of musical .terms and notations . and type.s of. compos! tions. 
Delimitat ions 
There has been no attempt to formulate any definite 
courses of study. These would be developed .through the 
workshop. 
JDykema & Gehrkens, High Scho.ol.. Mus.ic, . p.. 261 
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Specific Stat.e.ment of the Problem 
It shall be the attempt. to.: (1) develop. an inf'orma-
tive, inclusive, explanat.ory presentation, of what should be 
included within the framework . o~ a goo.d, . well-rounded, 
functional music. curriculum.; . including .. equi.pme.nt . . and. facul.ty, 
in accordanc.e with .current. praoti.ce.s, .. trends, .and. pedagogy. 
(2) survey the Weymouth. Schools.1 ... presen.t music. curriculum so 
that it may be ev.aluated .. in .. re la.tion to .. the .. curriculum 
framework pre sen ted . . in .. chap.te.r. .two; .. and. (.3) .propose a means 
of' developing .a . cur.r.i.c.ulum . for the .... Weymouth Schools. 
The study will involve: curriculum. and equipment in 
all phases. of' music .edue-ation on the elementary. level; 
curriculum and equi.pment . in the . instrumental phase only, on 
the junior high levela1 and. i 1 i t d , curr cu um, eq.u .p.men . . , an . 
physical plant2 on the high school level. 
Sources of Data 
Sources of data will be developed through the use 
of: resource material involvingmusic curriculum develop-
ment, equipment and .phys1.ca1. plants, .. aupervi.s.i.o.n and . .admin-
istration; and literature made avai~able .. by. the We,mouth 
I . The Junior high. music in. other phas.e.s is .deve.loping 
very well. 
~usic .rooms .have been .provided in the. Junior highs. 
7 
School Department on . enrollme.nts . and building .. development. 
CHAP!ffiR II CURRie:UI.;UIVJ: :TRENDS IN :PUBLIC SCHOOL NUSI C 
"To all who love music, and believe with passionate 
conviction in the richness and worth of its misaion .to. man-
kind, the era of social economlc change ... through which 
civ.ilization is passing is a challenge .andan . opportunity.nl 
So be gins James Mur.se 11 in his book . Human .Value.s .. in, .Music .. 
Education • .. Not only. do.es the aignif.icance of Music . Education 
have to be constantly demonstrated. to school . administ.rators 
and the community, Music Education must. be .. organize.d and re-
. organized to . keep . p.ace . with . modern .p.ro.c.e.durea . and . . te.chniques 
in education. Music . . i .s . facing . .. the .. same .. ne.cessity. for alter-
ations. and. adjus.tments. of thinking .. and .p.r.ac.tices as that 
which confronts every other . social agency dur.ing a period of 
c . ruc i al change. 
"Our culture has been dominated . during the past 
century by the scientific . approach. .. . • 'lhe very 
magnitude of man 1.s .victories over. the. phys.ical universe 
are making it imperative that . simil.ar conquests be won 
over the immaterial forces of. the human .. s.pi.rit. More-
over, this seems. to indicate .. that, unless. the material 
power can be matched with moral force, and worldly 
wealth with spiritual grace, we shall see a continuation 
of enormous energies seeking .outle.t in more 2mechanical horrors employed in abnormal . human . v.alue.s • 11 
lJames Munsell, Human Values !!'!· Music Educat.ion, P• 
2Lilla Belle. Pitts, .. llie Music .Curri.culum .i.n . a 
Changing World, P• 13-14 ___.. · 
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"Music, the arts., .. and othe.r aesthetic. .aspe.cts . of.· 
human .. activity are .not sep arate endeav.ors, ... but expan-
sions . of .soc.ial .p.r.oc.es.s.e.a t hat . project themse~v.es into 
home and family . life., and .into .. ci.tizenship,.. and . community 
relations.. Education .. in all.. its r .ami.fic .ations . . i .s being 
urged. to .. ac.cept .. the . .. obligation. to. assume . . le.e.der.ship . in 
a common .search .for. the .. human . val.ues,. inhe.rent in .the 
currents and eross-.ourrents. o:f evolving .. social changes. 
For in these are to be found the .. sources .. of .. valid direc-
tions for cultural and curricula development."3 
Today, Music Education is being more and .more widely 
accepted in our schoo~s as a. vital force . in education. 
Music supervisors and teachers have a gre.at. responsibility 
to the millions of pupils . in our .Eleme.ntary, Jun.ior Hi.gh,. . 
and High Schoo~s in developing musi.c to its full potential. 
This resp.onsibility has present ed and is. presenting many pro-
blems to music '. educators .. in . r .elation to music curriculum 
development. 
How to attack these .. problems .. is. pe.rplexing. Should 
traditionaL practice.s . be .. adhered to., . with. the primary 
objective being the le.arning .o.f . c.ert.ain skills, or should 
the most widely accepted t heories and . . practices .. be follow:ed, 
or, should. all. this be . abandoned., . good with. bad, and the 
music program be .ope.rated from an exp.eriment.al point or 
procedure? The most sati.sfying answer seem.s ... to be. the 
keeping of what is good . from . all thre.e approache.s, yet .. . at 
jlbid., P• 16 
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the same time., keeping .. the" program flexi.ble ... enough .to allow 
for conditions from which new si.tuations. arise.. It is this 
flexibility that is. important. 
"The question, then, of music in .a changi.ng . c.urricu-
lum is not what other curricular areas . are doing to 
destroy the identity of. music, 'make. music a handmaiden 
of social studies' 1 or some. other equally. unnecessary 
fear. The question is, now and always, ·. what are we 
going to do about conditi ons. from . which .. ne.w. s.i .tuations 
arise? A reasonable assumpti.o.n is that. we ought to be 
able to change . anything t hat . is. unsound in .. the relations 
of music to current and one . might .add, . tenative teaching 
procedures by educating o~s.elves .in .the business of 
curriculum construction." 
'lhis chap.t.er shall... be . concerned . with .. the. elements 
which .are nece.ssary. to a good, well balanced .!'uncti.onal. and 
flexible musi.e . curriculUm.. . . S.inc.e .. the . sueces.s . of such a pro-
gram lies in the laying of .a thorough .ba.se . or foundation, it 
is therefore logical that , the . topic of . music c.urriculuin in 
the elementary school be de.veloped . firs.t. Here, music..· 
education must be made. as. effective. as . . possible ... . For upon 
this depends much of the . success of .. the . junior and senior 
high music programs. 
The Elementary Program 
What are the cri t .eria on which an. ideal elementary 
music program. is based? . According to Pitts, 
1Ib1d., P• 25 
11 
"An ideal curriculum should: . { 1) be composed of 
carefully selected experiences; (.2) should provide 
condi tiona. favorable for dev.eloping .. inte.grating 
learners;. (3) shoul.d pr.o.vide .... s.equences . of . orderly 
cumulative exp.erience.s. .. bas.ed" upon . the .growth and . needs 
of children.; {4) should .. provide the kind . of. experiences 
that offer the greates.t oppor.tunitie.s .. for discovering 
controlling integrating . pat.terns. o.f ... behavi.or in 
learners."! 
Pitts states further that, "A.n ideal music curriculum is one 
that of!'ers the greatest possibi.li ties. to both pupi~s and 
teachers for developing music . acti:vi tie.s in direct reference 
to the social experiences .. which give them meaning. rr2 
Singing. Current ideas and trend.s . in relation to 
singing in. the elementary school, places .emphasis upon 
building readine.ss .for music .re.ading .• .. The .. . process involved 
in teachi.ng music . reading .. par.alle.la .. to. a .great degree the 
approach used by many. in teachi.ng .. lang.uage reading or word 
reading. In relation t .o. wor4 or .language reading, . John 
Fletcher states, 
"Experiments show that the mind, working upon any 
chaotic and meaningless materi.als, tends . to organize 
such materials in patte.rns., .. and . thus to give them 
meaning. It has also been demonstrate.d that .when 
materials are pre-arranged .into patterns, learning is 
e.asier and more efficient. Behavior, is therefore, to 
be thought of as original ly and inherentl.:y relationa1 
,. i l ·, 
.. , ... 
situations$ rathe.r than . reflex .. reaction to . simply 
physi.cal exitants. The child d.o.es not .. see .the. letters 
of a word first, then the . sy.llable..s .. and. then the word 
itself. Any attemp.t to .train .. . him t .o .. approach the 
learning of words in such . a piecemeal .fashion is 
artificial."l 
In relation to music . re.ading., . Glen .. Haydon .makes the 
following stat.ement, 
12 
"fue perforrnanc.e ... of. a very .si.mple ... pi.ec.e of music in-
volves . a number . of . . separate act.s. The s.timulus. is each 
note on the printed-- page., .. and ... t .he .. response .. is striking 
the right . key or singing, .the co.rrect . tone • . Learning, 
howe.ver, is not merely .the .. simple .. .formati.on or connec-
tions between st.imulus. __ and re.sp.ons.e.s., ... but .. is also the 
process or organizi~ ... ,the ... c.onne.c..tions. . . themselve.s into 
an integr,ated .. habi.t .•. 2 
However, for there to be a re.sponse to the stimulus, 
the stimulus mus.t . have .. meaning .. in"terms .. of . the child's 
experience. Blanche .. Kent., .. writing of .the readiness for 
language reading. says, 
11
'Ihls type of reading (expe.rienc.e re.ading) . is unique-
ly suited to the needs of the children. in many ways. 
In the firs.t place,. beeaus.e . the .... reading .is. about o.r . con-
tributes to the actual . experi.ences .. which .. the. child . is 
having, it is much more like.ly to .be comprehended. by him 
than is reading which. de.pe.nds .. upon .. the. interpretation of 
the ideas. of another .pe.rson . .. . The .. vocab.ulary. used will 
be the speaking .. vocabulary .. of the first grade child 
1John Madison Fletcher, Psychology. in. Educ.ation., .. 
p. 180 
2Gle.n Haydon, .. Intr.oduc .. ti .. on . to Musi.c.o.logy 
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because the reading material is. concerned with his. work. 
his plans, his trips, his pl.ay and other experiences, 
which he discusses and .about. which . he .. is. concerne.d. 
Furthermore, reading which .. is done. as an .. inte.gral. part 
of the child's school .life comes at. frequent intervals 
throughout the day, but in perioda . of. relatively short 
length.. Children are not .taxe.d by having . to at.tend to 
reading during long. strained periods.. The.se needs for 
reading are of interes.t to . the child. be.cause what is . 
read pertains to .him so t hat he. is usually ... purpose.ly and 
whole~heartedly attentive and .is . no.t ... forced to give 
voluntary attentio:p."J 
When a child first comes to school .. he. has a vocabulary 
of about 2,000 words, and some, 3.,000. or more. .. This. 
language .. consists of sounds to the . child • . To .him, language 
is hearing and. thus reading . must be . built on an . auditory 
foundation. Thi.s, we can generalize .is t .rue .of music, be-
cause mus.ic is built on an auditory foundati.on, ... the di.f.fer.;_ 
ence being that music deals more with a .variety .of sounds .in 
pitch and. rhythm, rather than a . variety .. of sounds. .in . 
phonetics. The.refore , . it seems l .ogical .. too, that music read-
ing readiness be built in . terms of musical . . experience. 
!Jhrough the bui.lding .. of music . reading . readiness, it 
is believed that the problems of f'undamentals such as _ nota• 
tion, rhythm-syllable .names, c an . be .met as the .. need for them 
arises. Building .reading .readiness .. in music. will do .much to 
create the. desire to learn .the symbols required in reading 
music . and it wi.ll help the. children .recognize. their. ne.ed for 
3Beatrice Perham,. Music !.!! ~ ~ .. School., P•· lOB-
this knowledge e The .aim is to create situations in which 
children will eventually arr•ive at the conclusion that they 
need to know about these symbols to advane·e further in 
music. 
'Ihere are many ways or approaches. in developing music 
reading readiness.... It can be accompli.shed by singing rote 
songs, taught by the classroom. teacher .or through . the . us.e of 
the phonograph; through the use of simple instruments · such 
as the song flute, or recorder; and through .the playing of 
rhythm band instruments. Ac.cor.ding t .o the . Music .Education 
Source Book, singing .experiences should consist of the 
:following: 
11 (1) Song repertoire of musically interesting and 
worthwlrlle rote materials that (a) suits the child's 
age and experience; (b) presents gradual sequence :from 
simple short songs to those more difficult melodically 
and rhythmically; (c) integrates with school and home 
experiences; (d) is cumulative and will function in the 
experience of living. (2) Diagnosis and cure by indi-
vidual attention of children who present vocal problems, 
(3) Music reading readiness program that meets the needs 
of varying groups and bridges the . rote-note process 
successfully, (4-) Introduction of the score as means to 
the end of a continuing and expanding. . song repertoire 
that will make a nation of musical literates, (5) Ac-
quaintance wlth great composers and artists through the 
music sung, and . (6) Partlcipation .in spe.clal choir or 
glee club by selected students. 11 1 
Music. .Listenlng. The teaching of muslc listening or 
appreciation is usually thought of in terms of appreclation 
1Musi.c Education S.ource Book, p. 4 
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"lessons". Here the child is usually told what , he . should 
get from a compos! tion .in the way. of mood, . phrasing, . instru-
ments, story, etc. Many times, this results in the child 
getting the idea that he is only supposed . to .react to certain 
elements of the music. Very often the outcome is that the 
pupils are so absorbed. in. the mechanics .that .the. music it-
self is overlooked. This kind of learning . seems piecemeal. 
Instead of being a thing .. to be learned, .. musi.c .. lis.tening 
should be an outgrowth. of . actual doing ... ... Dewey. .s.t .ates, "The 
engagement of the imagination is. the .. only .. thing that makes 
an activity more than. ·me·chani.cal. nl Therefore, the ground-
work for appreciation lies in acti.ve participation. The 
students own creative listening and . thinking should be 
encouraged. Music listening should. be coup.led with and inte-
grated with singing and .playing • .. Various themes should be 
sung as well as listened to .. · When the subject of orchestral 
or band instruments is taken up these can be demonstrated to 
the class by various. 1nstrumental studen.ts so that the 
children may actually see and hear the various instruments. 
The phonograph . .should. not -- be .the . only .me.dium fo.r developing 
music appreciation .• . Live . peri'ormanc.e.s. shou.l.d .. be attended 
when possi.ble, and both. in and out of. school .. . by. school . and 
pro.fess.ional . organizations. Also, the listening to good 
1 
Perham, p. 118 
music on radio and. televisi.on . should .. be .. encouraged. 
Through an .active lis t ening. program ... perc.ep.tion of. 
mood, melody, .c.ol.or,. and rhyt hm .. can . be .. de.v.eloped; out of 
which will come. unders.ta.nding .. and ... appre.c.iat.ion. for good . 
music. 
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Rb.ythmic. .. Ac.tiv1tie.s.. . Rhythmic ac ti vi ti.e s should in-
volve experience.s .inL .(.1) .bodily . response.s . to .mus.ic of 
simple rhythms in the form of. .. walking., . . running .. and. skipping 
etc; (2) imitative respons:e, crea.ting . .rhythms .and .. dramat.iza-
tions' in response . to music. o.f . . varying . moo.ds; .... (3) dlr.ected 
responses in singing game.s .. and folk dancing.; . (4) simple 
patterns in rhythmic responses to. note .and . rest values in 
musical notation; and (5) r .esponse.s. involved in the use of 
rhythm band instruments. 
Creati.:v:.e . Act1:vi.tie.s. One of the most significant 
devel.opments to come. out ... of . . the "new school.!' . .in educat.ion is 
the concept of creative .. learning • . I.t . is this concept that 
pe.rm.ee.te.s .the .. "new schooL in mus.ic . education. . According to 
Perham, c.reat.ive learning .. promote.s tha .. oppor.t .unity of . . learn-
ing thr..ough: . (.1} the . . elemen.t . of' .. di..s.cover.y, . (.2) insight end 
inference, ( 3) relationship . with understanding, .. and ..... 
(4) stimulation of. indep.end.an.t .... thinking ... ~· - ... ~e stress in 
~ •• p .• . 61 
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creative learning mus,t .. be .laid upon experienc.e .•.. Skills and 
techniques evolve from creative learning . because through 
creative learning. the .. child .. recogni.ze.s .. hi.s. need for these 
skills and techniques.; .. . and he .w.ilL master them .. in .order to 
progress . .to higher .le.ve.ls . of. advancement and learning. 
"Creative learning .. is a natural channel to . creative 
expression•"! It can be applied to many. phase.s .of music. 
This is the reason for the previous statement that it 
(creative. approach) . permeates .. the "new. s.chool" in musi.c. e.du-
cation. The creative approach_ c.an be applie.d . to. the singing 
of song.s, the playing .of .. simple .instruments., the use of 
rhythms and .dramati.zati.ona, ... orig.i.nal ... aong.s., ._ and. the . construc-
tion of simple .. instruments. 
Creativ.e expre.ssion .. is . . dependent . to a great extent 
upon two factors, n:ame.ly:: . a flexible educational. program, 
and a flexible . . music . curriculum • ... There mus.t be co-operation 
and understanding between .teache.rs . so that there is not too 
much pressure from other areas when .a chi~.d . is busy creating 
in another. 
!Ihe Pre-Instrumental J?.rogram • ... There .. are two activi-
ties which help the child to be better prepared for his 
future musical .grow:th and .his .undertakingthe .. s.tudy of an 
1 !,lli., P• 63 
orchestra or band instrument. These ac.ti.v.ities. involve: 
( 1) the playing of what is usually .. called . pre~ band o.r pre-
orches.tra instruments • . and .. (.2) the .. piano. c.lass. 
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Pre-band .. o.r . orche.str.a instruments are ".in . reali.ty an 
outgrowth of the rhythm. band.. Howe.ver6 here 6 . instruments of 
definite .. pi toh . are . used.. . The . instrume..nta .. most .. c.ommonly used 
are: bells, one octave .. xyl.ophone.s., . aut.oharp., .. recorde.r,. and 
song flute.. T'ne study of .. the.se .ins.truments. serves . five 
functions:. (1) it enlis.t .s ... the . inte.rest. of. stude.nts, teach-
ers, and p.arents. in orchestral or band . instruments, (2) It 
does much to build . mus.ie. readi ng .. readine_s.s ... t .hro.ugh the 
development of pitch .awareness,. and. rhythmic .re.spons·e. 
(3) It develops a feeling .. for ensemble ... playing. . (4) It 
helps the child to recogni.ze .his need. for, and de.velops. his 
understanding of. the reading .of no.t .ation, .and (5) Some of 
the skilla learned, such as . use . of .tongue .. and . breath and 
elementary problems o:f fingering are transf.erable .to . a .regu-
lar band. or orchestra instrument. The .advantages of . these 
ins.t .rument.a are: (1) .llie.y are inexpensive. . (2} The.y are 
simple . and. eas.i.ly . to master. (3) Because . they are easy to 
ma.ste.r they may. be taught . by. the grade teacher. 
The piano. class .. i.s .not .usually thought .. of. as. being 
part of the regular. acho.ol . music ... p.rog.ram. ... Usually. it . is 
taught by a pri.vate teache.r .not . regularly: connec.te.d .with 
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the school. A well .de:velop.e.d .music .. program .should. include 
the opportunity . for . children to s .tudy c.lass .. piano .. .. .. The 
teaching could .be .. done by . someone . in ,. the ... musi.c. stai't', .o.r 
coul.d be done. by any class.room . teac.hars .who . have .. a .Jmowle.dge 
of the piano. .It would. Qe to a definite. adv.antage ... i.f each 
classroom. teacher could. acquire. a . bas.i.c . . knowle.dge .. of .. the . 
piano keyboard. Murse.ll states, 
"There is no doubt that the piano keyboard. has e.duca-
tional. possibilities that our schools have not yet 
realized • . One should remember. .. that . actual, exp.e.rimenta-
tion on a . real instrument .is enormously better. in every 
way that problemizing .with .a .ke.yboa.r.d .diagram .whi.ch may 
be a geometrical. rather than a musical. age.ncy •.• .•• The 
advantages of the pianis.tic ... appro.ach .(to . tonal relation-
ships.) are these.: . the keyboard is a complete graphic 
representation of. . tonal. relationship, .,. inc.luding . a.c_c.iden-
tals; it represents · everything dir.ect.ly where the 
sol-fa and .kindr.e.d .. systems .r.epresent .. tone only conven-
tionally; it.s . use dire.ctly. .,.enla.rg.e.s. the . p.upi.l.' s musical 
exper.ienc.e through. music-making .. in. another medium. 11 l 
In relating . the piano ... to the band and orchestra, 
Dykema lists . threeadvantages: 
"1. It stands. .midway between the. simp.le percussion 
instruments ., whi.ch .should. pr.e.c.ede it,. a.nd the more 
difficul.t .. melo.dic .. instr.ument.s .of .the . .. hand. and .. o.rches-
tra, playing . upon .which is. gre.atly. facili.tated if 
piano lnstruction has. preceded them .... 2. The. piano 
is most useful for se.ctional. rehearsals .. ln . supplying 
accompaniment . and . mis.s1ng. p.arts .. . .. ,3.. There. is a 
peculiar tone color to the. piano whic.h . makes .. it . wise 
to write !'or it as an orchestral instrument. The 
in.s.trumentaL direc.tor .. can . extent . his . tone colors by 
wisely and apar.ingly . using the . piano. 11 2 
1'lheo~ore F. Normann, Instrumenta.l .. Music in ~­
Public Schools., p ... 44 
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Clas.sroom .. E.q:ui.pman.t .... .for ... Music .• " . The. envi.r.onment in 
which a child. becomes . acquainted with ... musie. is of vital 
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importance to .. the. success .. of any music. program. ThiD 
environment must . contain materials whi.ch . wilL give .the .child 
an opportunity to explore and inveatigate, .and .a .place in 
which these mate.rials .. may. be ... readily .. accessi.ble. to the 
child. 
Very often, a corne.r of. the classroom is used for 
these materials, and .is somet.imes . called the music. corner. 
At least, a table. for keeping thesemater.ial.s. should be 
provided. 
Ideally, e.ach room should ha:v.e its own equ.ipment, but 
if school .funds make ... thi.s .... impos.si.ble., .... at least .. eno.ugh. equip-
ment should .be . made .. a:v.ai.lable .. .s.o . that ... it .can . be .. shared or 
interchanged .between rooms •. -- .Sometime.s .... it .is possible to 
provide a speci.al room for muslc, which the whole school 
shares. 
The following equ.ipment .. is recommended: .. (1) piano, 
(2) three speed .. phonograph, C3). rhythm. band instruments, 
(4-) melody instruments such as tenettes, recorders, song 
!'lutes, and auto-harp or. .har.moline 
11 The value of having many instruments . . so simple that 
a child can readily make music on them is inestimable. 
Moreover, there is a great educational .value in having 
as many di!'ferent . kinds of instruments. as. possible, and 
in having instruments exemplifying the many different 
ways in which tones are .produced.. By experimenting in 
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such a situation, c.hildren are led to discrimination 
in the matter. of . tone quali.ty; their .fee.ling._of security 
and enjoyment increases as the.y disc.over that the.y can 
play the same tune on many differe.nt instruments; a 
broad background . for the development of ski1ls is pre-
sent; a knowledge. of transition comes naturally since 
they find that different . instruments . are. pitched in 
different keys. Moreover, as a child goes from one 
instrument to another, he gets that repetition with 
purpose, by which mastery is secured. Also, his con-
cepts are broadened, his flexibility .and ability to 
adapt himself to new situations increase. He is . learn-
ing creatively, and learning much by inference • . 
Constructive thinking. as contrasted . to . precepted formal 
instruction is exemplified." 1 
Other material. included .should inc.lude: ... . a variety of 
phonograph records, material from which simple instruments 
may be constructed, such as .pieces. of. bamb.oo, cylindrical 
cartons, bott1es or glas.ses to be .filled .. with. water and .· 
tuned to sc.ale, o.ld . inne.r .tubes. for .drum. heads .• . Teaching 
materials should include: a varie.ty of musi.c books. and 
books about music, pi.ctur.e.a .. and . che.r.t.s .. for group. or individ-
ual use. 
In selecting these tea.ching .. mate.rials, . the following 
tendencies in modern education should be kept in mind: 
(1) children are encouraged t o explore many sources of 
material which will help them to solve thelr own problems; 
(2) the f'acts gathered by the .individual pupil are shared 
with the group. 
1 
Pe rha.m, p. 57 
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~ Instr.umental .Program. .The instrumental program in 
our public schools has become a significant factor in the 
development of .a chi.ld' s musical. education. Instrumental 
music should play a vital p.art in the music curriculum. 
Many schools throughout .. .the country have . de.velo.ped fine 
orchestras, bands, and ensembles. 
The musical experiences which the child acquires 
during the first three or four grades .is . of significant im-
portance to the ~uccess of any instrumental program.. If the 
musical background and experience. of the child have been 
enriching and meaningful, the interest in the . instrumental 
program will be easier to develop, and the child will be 
better prepared .to undertake the study of an orchestral or 
band instrument. 
"In some schools, instrumental instruction is begun 
as early as the first grade; in others it is delayed 
until the junior, or even the senior high school. 
Generally speaking, the practice of introducing .instru-
mental instruction in the fourth or fifth grade is so 
widespread that we may consider it as actively beginning 
at this point."l 
The Instr:ument.aL Cl.ass .• . " 11 The. instrumental class has 
become a vital part of the i nstrumental music program and is 
largely responsible ror the many bands and orchestras now 
found in our public schools." 2 It has been proved that this 
lNorrnann, Pe 39 
2Music Education Source Book, . p .• 72 
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is the key . to the development. of. i'.ine .. o.rches.tras .. and bands. · 
The edueat.ionaL .and .. sociaL value.s,, ... and .. g.enuine ... musical. 
resul t .s . of. the. class. p.roc.e.dure .. in. ins.trumental ... teaching need 
no longer be. pro.ved.. The .class. approach .. on . instrwnent.s is 
educationally .. s.ound .. because . . much .. of .. the .. instruc.tion is. just 
as effective on a group .b.asis as. it is. on a pri.vate . basis. 
Actually it is the .only: practic.al. me.thod .. . by .whlch .instru-
ments can be taught in. the .. public . schools .. ... ... Private . 
instruction would be too expensive . bo.th to . the school, .and 
to the parent. The instrumen.tal class . better .prepares the 
student for ensemble, band, .. or . orchestra. play.:i.ng, since the 
class student is .. playing. with a group . from the very begin-
ning. Therefore, there .is le.ss adj.ustme.nt .. for the class 
student . to make .. whe.n. he .st.arts . playing. in .. a band, an 
orchestra or an ensemble. .. It is. often difficult i'or the 
private . student to make this. adjustment. 
'lhe instrumentaL ... claas ... s.e.r .ve.s ... its .. p.urpose best, which 
is suppleme.n.ting .... the .. .. ins.t.r.ume,ntaL pe.rf.orming .. groups such as 
band or. orchestra., whe.n . i.t .is org.anized .... be.lo:w. the .. high __ . 
school leve.l. Usually instruments suc.h. as. the. violin, 
trumpet, cornet, clarinet., . and . percussion . are begun .. in the 
fourth or fifth grade •. .. The larger .. instrument.s, and . the. less 
•tpopular" instrwnents, such as .. the . flute, oboe, .. baso.on, alto 
'. 
and bass clarinets, trombone, bari.tone, bass,viola, cello, 
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and bass viol, are begun . in the junior high. . This, however, 
is only a general . procedure . and is not intended to. be 
followed strictly. Theintelligence and .physical make-up 
of the student has much to do with hisselection for a par-
ticular instrument. Many times the . larger instruments, and 
the more difficult instruments may be started in. the elemen-
tary school level, but the teacher or director should use 
care in selecting these students to see if he is first, 
physically adapted, and second, in the case of the more dif-
ficult instruments, is intellectually qualified. 
Although a truly well developed music program may 
only require an announcement .of the provislons made for 
classes in instrumental instruction, additional means of 
securing .. interest shoul.d ... be. put into operatio.n, .. as the direc-
tor can never be sure .that the music program i.s reaching 
every child. This . int.erest can be secured in varlous .. ways. 
One of the most widely used methods of securing 
interest in the instrumental classes is through the demon-
stration. This method involves the display or showing of 
the various instruments, and having them played before the 
students. This can be done by the music teacher, but 
preferably it should be done by some student who can show a 
reasonable level of achievement. 
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Another means of securing interest .. is through .a 
planned concert ... Here, a concert by an . already established 
school instrumental group i .s given.. The .concer.t should. in-
clude a demonstration of .. the various instruments either 
individually or in choirs. 
Two other ways of securing interest are: through 
school assemblies, by utilLz.ing .soloi . .ats .. or. e.nsembles; and, 
through class vial tation, by having small group.s of children 
vial t an instrumental cla.ss in session. 
Any of the above methods are go.od. but will result in 
little success .unles.s fo.llow:ed .. through. Par.ent.s, principals, 
and teachers, must be welL .informed. about the .program for 
their c.ooperation . is . .. essentiaL .to its success. Furthur-
more, the above methods .. are not sufficient in. themselves. 
There must be some means of selecting . students. 
'Ihere are usually two methods of selecting students 
for instrumental classes.. One is by the . students' I.Q., the 
other is by· testing. A. student's I ... Q .• . and his school _ 
record will very often tell much about his ability and 
character. Music testing is often used, and there are many 
tests which are available. Some of them are.: ... ~· Seashore .. 
Test, The . .Kwalwasse.r-D.ykema Tes.t, .. The , Gilder.sJ .. ee.v.e. Music ... 
A.chlev.e.ment Tests.,. and. The . .Beac.h .Mus.l.c .Tes.ts.. Neithe.r the 
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student's I.Q. nor the various type tests should be the sole 
means of selecting students for the . ins.trument.al classes. 
These are not always a .positive. means. of indicati.ng a stu-
dent's ability. No student. should .. be. excluded. from the 
instrumental. class, who .. indicates .. lnt.ere.st and want.s lessons. 
11 While the cla..ss . is. a part .. of . the .. total . program_ of 
education through music a.nd .contributes toward the 
fulfillment of the broad . objectives of . that program~ 
several spec.if.ic aims. have . been .listed in .the Missouri 
Secondary School Serie.s Bulletin. 8A2 whiQh form the 
basis for the following statement.s of objective of the 
instrumental .class. ttl 
(1) To provide elementary instruction on instruments 
so that the student may enlarge hls . abili t .y to express 
himself through solo or ensemble performance. 
(2) To adapt the proper ins.trument to each indivi-
dual performer. 
(3) To assist in determining the advisability of the 
pupil's continuing in instrumental work. 
(4) To develop. correcit habits of ensemble playing. 
(5) To provide an .opportunity for the individual as 
a member of a group to overcome . some of the technical 
difficulties of playing .an . lnstrume.nt which .. might be 
discouraging .. if .attempted by .him alone. 
In scheduling. the instrumental classe.s, the music 
teacher should. consul.t first .with principals and teachers 
to obtain their cooperat.ion and be sure that they are well 
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informed as to the time and place of the class and as to the 
students who are participating.. Ideally, the class should 
meet every day, but when scheduling does not permit this, 
the student should receive at least two class lessons a 
week each of thirty minutes duration. 
Orchestra and .~·  In many elementary schools, so 
called bands and orchestras are really ensembles, because 
these groups lack the full instrumentation of the true 
orchestra or band. Usually, however, any group that has 
stringed instruments in it is called an orchestra, and any 
group without strings is called a band. 
One of the outstanding problems in the development of 
the orchestra, seems to be the lack of acquiring string 
players. 
"'Ihe disappearance of string players from both school 
and public programs during the last two decades has 
caused considerable concern among school administrators, 
and music educators. The apparent lack of . interest on 
the part of school children in the study of .stringed 
instruments is viewed from different angles by these 
groups. T.he music educators and school administrators 
are concerned about this lack of interest in what many 
of them believe to be the most expressive medium of the 
instrumental family, and the effect .it will have upon 
the musical development of the child."l 
1 . 
Anthony F. Viggiano, "A Plea for the Strings," 
Music Educat.ion Journal, . Feb.. 1940 
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There are many reasons for this . apparent . lack of 
interest . in strings on the .. part of .. the child. . The . rapid 
growth. in .popularity .of. the . school .. band, ... with. the .... opportun-
i ty to don a colorful. .unif.orm., .. march in .. p.ar.ade.s., .. and .. play 
at foot ball .. g.ame.s ... has. a .. t.reme ndous .. . a.ppe.a.L .. t .o .. the . chi.ld. 
The rise of. the . Jazz . Orche.st.ra .. has given fur.t.her popular.! ty 
to these instruments, e.spe.cia.lly .the. saxo.phone.. . Also, the 
methods used in . te.achi.ng these ins.trume.nts have been more 
progressive., . and . teache.rs have been. more . willing to. ac.cept 
new ideas. 
On the other hand, mo.st string teachers. have stuck 
to the old traditional . approach, with the. philosophy, 
11 What was good enough. fo.r .. father. is . good .. e.nough for me," 
and have been satisfied with it. 
"This attitude . of .. mind on. the . . p.ar.t . of. string .. instru-
mentali.sts. is not . scientific; it is ... an a.tti tude of 
faith.. I.t .is the. . inheri.ted. att.Ltude. that .. 'What was 
good enough .. for .f.ather .i .s good. e.nough .fo.r .. me .•. • . Until 
this. mental. ac.t .. toward. teaching .. me.thods .. and ... mater.ials 
is aba.ndone .. d . by . string. teachers, ... little .. help . c .an be 
held out for a pronounc.e.d imp.r.o:veme.nt .. in . . t .he. status of 
the. orchestra." 1 
It is sometime.s quit.e .di.fficult .to . break down the 
traditional. beli.ef in .. some ... people .. that .. a .. chlld. must. have a 
1 Gene Chenoweth, "Shall We Sav.e. The . Orchestra?" 
Music. E.duca..ti.on. Journal., .. May. 1940 
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special talent before . Wlderts.king .. the . . study of. a s .tringed 
ins.trumente. Many .c.hi.ldr.en .hav.e. be.e.n . depriv.ed .. of the .. opp.or-
tWlit.y to study .. a st.ringe.d .. inst.rument .. becaus.e . the parent or 
teache.r .felt that the . chi.l.d l.acke.d ... the . necessary. talen.t. It 
is believed .. that it would . be .. better to encourage as many 
children as. possible., . and look .. forward . . to . the .. devel.opment of 
all potential players, rather than ... to. limit .. the. opportunity 
to such a.n extent, that. even .. the . few are lost. 
Many schools are. doing some.thing . about .this lack of 
interest in strings. String classes and . string orchestras 
are being formed. .Better methods . . an.d. mate.ria.l.s are coming 
into existence, among .them, .. the 5.o.rnof'f. .String Method. 
It is believed tha.t .. the. ke.y t .o building .. the orchestra 
lies in f.irst . building ... onl.y.. a str.ing. orchestra, . developing 
vioJ.ins first, .in the .. element.ary. school, then developing . the 
cellos, .vlolas, .and .basses. late.r, .. eithe.r .. by transfe.rring 
students from. violins to .t .hese. instruments, or by starting 
new students. After the string orchestra has ... been deve.loped 
the wind and. percussion .. ins.trument.s .. c.an be . added. 
Ensembl.e.s • . EnsembJ..es have ... an important place in any 
instrumental music . program.. .Oppo.rtuni.ty f .or parti.cipation 
in string, woodwind, and brass tri.os, . quar.tets, and . q.uintets 
should be provided. Ensemble playing has an extensive carry-
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over into . adu~t. lif.e., .. and .. pro:vi.de.s .. a . medi.um. . for en.jo-yment 
which a student may .. c.arr.y. .wi.t h .him .. thro.ughout . lif.e •. It is 
the. ensemble .player . that fi.nds .. many .. mo.re. opp.or.t.unities for 
participation .in the. mus.i.cal . life. of . the community. 
Equipment. In equipping the. element.ar.y school for 
instrumental . musi.e , . the following .items ... are . . cons.idered .basi.c. 
For the instrumental. classroom: ... music stand.s, . chairs of 
suitable height and style,. blackboard, pi.ano, phonograph, 
and recordings., picture.s .and . charts, .and. recording equip-
ment, are needed. 
Also included . unde.r .equi.pme.nt should. be . school-owned 
instrument.& .• . Al.though. many ... students .. purchase . their own in-
struments, the school sho.uld ... own ... a r .easonab.le . s.up.ply. 'lhis 
is especially .true. in .regard to the. large.r instruments, and 
less. commo.n . instrume.nt.s .•.... . 'Ihe .se . are ... too .expensive for the 
average student. . School-owned i .nstrument::s . are .. neede.d .. both 
to interest and. enc.ourag.e .. s.tudents, . and .. t .o .. keep . a balanced 
instrumentation.. .Financi.al. aid should come ... from .. regular 
school. funds., . suppleme.nted .by. such . things .. a.s .. e.arnings from 
school conc.erts, .rentaLfees., . e.tc. An .exarnple ... o~ a proposed 
basic allotment for elementary school.s .may be . found on the 
chart on .p .• 48A.. 'Ihi.s .was approv.ed .by. .the administration. 
Teaching materials should include sui table materials 
for ins.trument.al .. class.e.s, band, and orchestra. Included 
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should be method. books., . tec.hnical studies, collections, and 
ensemble material.. A large library of materials .. should be 
available from which students couldborrow. This. can stimu-
late extra study. 
Junior High Instrumental Music 
The Junior ·High Schoo.l . which . offers a dual opportun-
ity is unique. First, it offers the opportunity f or the 
furthering of the student 1 s instrumental .. training, and 
second, it affords the instrume.ntal or mus.ic director the 
excell.ent opportunity to s .olve the problem .of instrumentation. 
'lhe building of .a .balanced instrumentation, in the 
band and orchestra should b.e . one. of the major objectives of 
the music director, and .. the. Juni.or High School offers a 
unique advantage in .the attainment of this objective. Here 1 
the instrumentation should defini t .ely begin to branch out. 
Students selected for these instrumentsshould be composed 
of both new students and students trans.f.er.ring from other 
instruments. The transferring of a student from one instru-
ment to another related instrument is very often necessary 
due to an excess in numbers of a particular instrument. 
Students are often easily persuaded to make this transfer 
when they cans ee that their opportunity for playing in the 
band or orchestra is better when they can play instruments 
such as the tuba or the oboe or bassoon... Transfers often 
made are: B-flat c.la.rinet to alto c.lari.net. or. bass 
clarinet; trumpet . or cornet t .o alto horn, . French horn, 
baritone, or tuba; and. violin to viola, cello .or bass. 
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Many of these tre.nsfers. are made easily because . of similar-
ity of fingerings and methods. of producing tone. 
New students can be. selected through personal 
interviews and through the . devlces pre.viously mentioned 
see (p.24F~. 
The junior high curriculum for instrumental music 
should include opportunities. for participation in: begin-
ning and advanced . class instrumental lessons., band, 
orchestra, and ensemble.. All should be on . school time. 
The High School Music Curriculum 
The senior high schoo.l should not be thought of as 
the culmination .of. a .student 1 s music education; .it is, 
rather, the beginning. Here, the aim .. should .. be to . make 
music so meaningful .. that. i .t will . carry over into . after 
school , years . as a . . signi.fi.c .. ant. par.t . of' the. student's 'lif'e. 
The high schoo.l music cur.ri.culum. should . be. planned 
so that music in. some form reaches e.very student. . Courses 
should be de signed . to .. mee.t . both the immediate and future 
needs of the students, and. for carry over into adult. life. 
Included in the . curriculum .. should ... be: .. singing, .music 
listening, music the.ory, and. instrumental. music. 
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Many school.s put these . c.o.urse.s. on . a required . elective 
basis. This. .plan .. offe.rs . the . student. a selection from a 
variety of mus.ic courses. . The .. student, however, . is .required 
to select some . musi.c cours.e for which. he is . prepared, and 
is interested in. · 
Singing .Activit.i.as • .. Singing ... activiti,e .s _, in the high 
school should include: assembly .singing., . . chorus .and glee 
club or choir. 
Assembly singing should play an important part in the 
general assemb.ly. program.. . This ac.tivi ty should be .. well 
planned. Song. books ... should .be pr.ovi.de.d .with. a good variety 
o;f interesting material, . both unison. and. part... Although 
this activity takes time to ... es.t .abli.sh. it .i .s well w.orth the 
effort. 
The high school. chorus is .de.signed . to . accommodate all 
students who wi.sh. to elec.t group singing in parts. Any 
student who wishes to . e.le.ct chorus is . allowed to do so .• 
The chorus can serve two functions: fi.rst, as a l.arger per-
forming group .for the performance of w.orks such .as oratories; 
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second,. it . serves as a testing . group. :for the more sele.cti ve 
organizations . such. as .... gle.e. club.. or choir. 
The glee club. should be. conside.red .as . a more .. selec-
t! ve group.. Here 1 . the .student learns . more. of the. finer . points 
of' singing.. The gle.e club is, . in effect, an ensemble voice 
class. More attention . is given to voice produc.tion, . pitch, 
and blending and .. articulati.on.. Students ... learn. to sing 
beautiful music w1 th tas.te and discrimination. 
T.he a cappella choir, perhap.s., demands more of the 
· singer than any other group.. . He.re., the .singing is done 
enti.rely without accomp.animent... The a .Cappella . choir is 
usually .. a very selective . group, . but .it . of'fers the student 
probably the richest . reward emoti.onally., . . of . any vocal .. group. 
What was said of the a cappella .choir . is probably 
more true of. the small. v:ocal.enaemble • . Here, .where each 
part is carrie.d .. by one .. or two voices, the . . indivi.dual. stu-
dent • s responsibility .is"gr.eater .. to the .. performance of the 
whole. The vocal .ensemble .has. great . social . value .• .. It does 
much to help the student gain confidence. and . self-adjustment. 
A very important factor .is that it is the small ensemble 
that perhaps has the greate.s .t carry-over into adult . lif'e. 
The band, .orchestra, chorus and glee club .. are 11 school11 
organizations, and many times when the. student graduates 
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there is .no opp.ortuni ty. for him to. parti.c.ip.ate . . in groups of 
this kind. The .. organi.zation of s.uch gr.oups . is ofte.n diffi-
cult. The smalLvocal .ens.ernbl.e., . howe:v:e.r ., i.s easy to 
establi.sh. Meetings .. and .. rehearsal.s .. can .. be . held. in the more 
intimate surro.undings of. the home .• . . The. group .. needs. no 
leader and . is self-sustaining. 
Music Apprec.i.ati.on-!:.ill! .Hi.st.ory ... . Music appreciation 
and music his tory have . been. usually thought. of as two . 
sepa.r.a.te. subjects. To.day . there . is . less distinc.tion between 
the two. Each .. involves . the. other •. . Music .. ap.p.reciation in 
the high . schoo.L is .. usually. taught from .the following . 
approache.s.:. fi.rst, . . chronologic.all:y., .... st.arting .. with. the 
earlies.t compos.ers .. and. p.rogre .. ss.ing .to . the present; second, 
reverse chrono.logical., beginning . with. the .present . day music 
and going . backwards . . in .his.tory; and three, the center of 
interest or unit study . procedure . . in .which . the start is made 
with composi tiona whi.ch. are popular or have strong appeal. 
T.hen, relationships .are formed irrespective .of time. It is 
the third method that . seems. to be the .. most .practical.. It is 
the most fle.xible plan, hav.ing . more appe.aL.for. the students 
and relationship.s. are mo.re . easily . shown. Music .appreciation 
however, should no.t be limited solely to the phonograph. 
Students should be enco.uraged to listen to . good. music on 
radio .. and television and to a.ttend concerts. . Opportunities 
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for listening to live performances both. in and . out . of .school,. 
should be provided. Students. should. be .encour.aged. to start 
their own record collections. 
Music Theory. "The. function of theory study in the 
High School is to clar·ify the . structure, texture, and nota-
tion of music . in order .. tha.t ... the .. pupil . may. become mo.re 
intelligent both as a liatener.. and .. a .. perf'.ormer_. 11 l 
In order for . Music. Theory to be meaningful . to the 
students, . it would . be wis.e for .. the music . . direc.tor . or teacher 
to ke.ep certain . principles. in mind. in . the te.aching of music 
theory. According ·to Dykema and Ghe.rkins, musi.c t .heory 
must: ( l) be functionaL.- ,- the. study .of theory must have 
meaning in terms of the .atude.nt.1.s experience . in .music; 
(2) employ art~stically attractive . material. . The teacher 
should: (1) encourage .the .. pupi.l to use .mus.ic.al material .he 
already knows; (2) encourage. creative e.ffort; {3) develop 
close coordination. betwe.en eye. and. ear.. Music .. theory can 
make music . much .more meaningfuL .to . the student by making 
him more music.ally .. int.elli.gent . and. musically discriminating. 
A functional . theory course deve.l.oping. he.ar.ing, .. :wri ting, and 
playing of . music will de.velGlp the. musical. knowle.dge ... and 
ability of high school. stude.nts .. to a . point .. ne . ver before 
thought possible. 
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Instruments..! . Musi.c. ,The · instrumental program in many 
high schools has be.en vddely accepted and f~o.stered .. by most 
. forward-thinking educators .• .. 11 The.se organi.za.tlons make a 
definite contribution to the life. of .. the student, . the school 
and to the community.."l T.he . student .. ' a lif.e .. is enriched, and 
he is provided one . of the most excellent means of emotional 
outlets. Instrumental music .. can strengthen cooperatlve 
feeling and develop a sense . of responsibility and prompt-
ness, plus giving the. student . a sense. of accompli shment. 
Instrumental music makes . a contribut.ion to. the school 
through athletic activiti.es and as.semblies and it fosters 
closer ties between school and community through public 
appearances. Finally, music. can h ave a valuable .. carry-over 
into adult life. 
11 As these young people graduate, . and .as.sume the 
responsi.bility for citizenship, they form . a group ready 
to contribute to the aesthetic life of the community, 
both by partie ipating. in .. muslc aL affairs. and by 
supporting musi.cal ... enterprises .• . And . they gradually 
form an. element . which . s .e.es the .. value .. of music in 
maintaining .. emotionaL and . spiri.tual equilibrium and 
in utilizing well. .and .. :wisely, the. leisure time 
created . by the industrial era. 11 2 
Instrument.al .. C.lass .... Lessons .. in.~ .Hlgh .Scl:lool. If 
an adequate .program of class . instruction has .been provided 
1 
Wilson, p. 178, f.f. 
2 
Ibid. 
in the elementary school, . there will . be . l.ittle demand for 
beginning instruction on instruments in . the. high. school. 
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By this time . the. student, who. s.ta~ted . his instruction in the 
fourth or fifth grade .. shall have . reached a. leve.l of. profi-
ciency that . will .. make. it .. virtually .imp.ossible .. for a begin-
ning high schoo.l student . to catch up. Many stude.nts, by the 
time they have reached high school, will have gone . to a 
private teacher. However, provision. should. be made for 
stude.nts who cannot afford. outside .privat.e instruction, to 
continue at little or no cost. 
llie High . .SchooL Band. In a well dev.eloped music 
curriculmn, the high . school band should .be of a .fai.rly high 
calibre, since such a curr.iculum wi.ll. have . made .provisions 
for beginning instruction in the .element.ary school. A 
nation-w-ride survey made . by L • .Bruce Jones, .sho.wed that the 
recruiting of band. members. . in the high school. was . distri-
buted as follo.ws: (a) sixty~eight . .,pe.raent .from .. lower. grades., 
(b) twelve pe.rcent .from . demonstration, .. (c) twenty percent 
from other inspirational . me.an.s .• . I .t .was. furthur found that 
credit was given for band .in eighty percent of the schools, 
and it was agreed. that .school boards should finance from 
half to all of the band's expense.s, equipment . and. supplies. 
An average of $238 per year is spent on band libraries. 
Supplementacy income sourc.e.s . . came from concerts, parents' 
clubs, public subscriptions, and a. share. in football 
receipts. The survey. also listed .the function and. purpose 
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of the High school band whi.ch were.: (a) the development of 
the student, {b) the . teaching .of' music and .. (c) . service to the 
school a.nd public. Good rehea.rs.al. .technique .. was considered 
vital. Eighty-seven percent of directors . interviewed said 
that they felt student government within the .band should 
function. 
~ High _s_chool.. Orchestra. .The success of the hi~h 
school orchestra depends to a great. extent upon . . the . elemen-
tary school program. ( s.ee p.l.O ) 'lb.e l .ength of time 
required to develop a. good . string player . makes . . it imperative 
that string. ins.truc.ti.on b.e.gin .on .. the elementary level. 
A questionnai.re ... study .. made . i'or the North Central 
Division of the M .. E .• N .. C ~ by A. Leroy Swanson . showed that: 
administrators agreed that .. school orchestr.a leade.rs have a 
definite influenc.e. up.on the welfare and advancement of 
instrumental music in the community; Class. A and B schools 
need specialists in instrume.ntal music; a . larger majority 
of school board appropriate money for the purc.hase of new 
instruments, instrument repair, .. music libraries and other 
equipment; practic.ally all the .students in the schools sur-
veyed have opportunity fo.r participation in . orchestra, 
sectional rehearsals, technique c~asses. , . solo experience 
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and ensemble experience. 
'l!he function of the orchest.ra ls to provi.de .. 11 vi tal 
musical experience . for the student and to create in him, 
while in school and in after school years, and abiding in-
te:rest in orchestral music both as a listener and especially 
as a performer. ttl Orchestral trainlng is a wonderful 
socializ.ing agent for. both s.choo.l life and. community lif'e. 
It directs the young studen.t.' s emo.tions into normal and 
beneficial channels,. and . the orchestra is a. potential medium 
for integration of music with other school subjects. It 
should . be required that. eve.ry s.tudent . be .studying his in-
strument either in clas.s or privately, to be eligible for 
orchestra. 
It has been recommended. that 1 . 11Equal credit be given 
in orchestra as iri any other subject in the school, regard-
less of its acceptance toward graduation, and that orchestra 
should meet as many times per week and .with as much outside 
preparation as is required of any other school. subject. 11 2 
Elements Essential to .. the Success of the Music Program 
Not all problems in building a successf'u.J. mus.ic pro-
gram are solved simply because there is. a fine music 
1 Music. Kducati.on Source Book, . P·•· 62 
2 illS•' P• 6.5 
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curriculum .. on paper or in . the. school course of study. The 
success. of any .music . pr.ogram ... d.epe.nds . up.on .. a ... number. of. other 
vital factors.; .. four. of the most .important are.: (1) the 
support of scho.o.l admini.s.trators, teachers. and parents, 
(2) adequate equipme.n.t ., . (3) adequate . time allotment for 
music and (4) capable . instructors. 
Support . of School . Adminis.t .rators, ... Te.achers ... ~. 
Parents. llie educational value of. musi.c is .. evident to music 
educators but not always to school administrators, teachers, 
and parents. In order to have the. supp.ort of these persons, 
the music director has often had .to. "sell". music to his 
administration., teachers, and community. This has been. true 
to a great extent in so calle.d . 11 pionee.r". situa.tions. Today, 
however, it is much. easier .... to show the educational value of 
music. So many evidences .. of .ac.c.ompli.shment . are. now avail-
able that. long periods. of demonstrating should no . longer be 
necessary to. prove the high educational value .. of a well. con-
ducted music program... Leading .. educ.ator.s. have endor.s.ed .. 
public school music.. Many c.ities and towns have developed 
music education to such a point that .only a visit to inspect 
these school systems., and talks with . the school administra-
tors, teachers, parents and pupils., will show better than 
anything else, the value of music in .the . curriculum. 
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Equipment.. . In his book, Inst.rume.ntal .Mus.ic ... in . the . 
Public . . Scho.ola, Norman . .,states, 
11 The problem of financing . the. purchase of needed 
ins.truments, . music, uniforms, and other equipment is one 
that pr.ac.t.ic.ally: every director .has to meet. To insure 
the prop.er f .unction-i.ng . of the instrument.al .groups, 
certain minumum .essentials . in. mus.i .c . and equipment are 
indispensable. Such instruments as . oboes, bassoons, 
tubas and the like are as necess~:try to an efficient in-
strumental organizati.on .as ., bunsen. burners are to the 
chemistry department, or motors to the physics labora-
tory. If the school board appropriates .. mone.y towards 
the purchase of equipme.nt. for manual training, home 
economics, athe.leti.cs, commerciaL work, and other 
so-called special subjects, the.re . .. is no defensible 
reason why it should . no.t do so for music. "1 
'!here shol;lld be provision made in every school budget 
for music equipment. The length of time it takes to acquire 
this needed equipme.nt. directly af.fec.ts the effectiveness of 
the music. program.. If the . amoun.t allotted to musi.c each year 
is small, the longe.r i .t .. will take . . for the music program to 
reach its full potential. 
The rese.arch. council. of the. Music Educators National 
Conference . . makes the .. following. recommendations for the pur-
chase of band and .. or.che.stra instruments. 
"Certain large instruments which are necessary for 
every band and orchestra should be provided by the 
school, . inasmuch as they are useful only in the band or 
orchestra, are expensive, heavy and . c.umbe.rsome to trans-
port, and are not suitable for solo playing. Parents 
cannot often be induced to purchase such instruments for 
their children when the more desirable . solo instruments 
are less expensive and easier to transpor.t. Below is 
given a list of these instruments in the order of their 
1 
Normann, p. 103 
importance and the ... number required: 11 
(a) String . basses ~- one for .each .te.n. members of the 
orchestra. 
(b) Tubas. -- one for each ten membe.rs of the band. 
(c) Bass . drum. -- one large size drum for each band and 
orchestra numbering twenty or more players. 
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(d) Timpani. (ke.ttle drums) -- one pair for each orchestra 
or band numbering .forty or more players. 
(e) Bassoon. -- one fo.r .each band or orchest.ra of fifty 
players; two for band or orchestra of eighty or 
more players. 
(f) French Horn -- four for each. band or orchestra of 
thirty-five or more players. 
Other instruments which should be o~ned by the school 
desiring to build up a fine orchestra or band: 
Cellos -- one for each four violinists in the 
orchestra. 
Violas -- one for each four violinists in the 
orchestras. 
Oboes -- one for an orchestra of fifty players, two 
for sixty or more players. 
Harp. -- One. or two f or an or c.he.s.tr.a of e i ght or 
more playa rs. 
Celesta. -- one. for an orchestra of eighty- five 
players. 
English Horn -- one for an orchestra or band of 
seventy players. 
Bass clarinet -- one for an orchestra of eighty 
players, one for each eight B-flat clarinets in 
the band. 
Contra bassoon -- one for an orchestra or band. of 
eighty players. 
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Alto Clarinet -- one for each ... eight ... B-flat . clarinet 
players in the band. 
Piccolo -- one D-flat piccol.o for a band of forty or 
more players. 
Bass Saxaphone. -- o.ne for a band of seventy or more 
players. 
Chimes -- one set for .a band of sixty or more players 
Cymbals -- one set for a band or orchestra. of sixty 
players. 
Note: 11 The foregoing is not based . on considerations 
of band or orchestral balance but as adequate equipment 
for school o1vnershi.p.. Students may be expected to pro-
vide many of these instruments. during their . school terms 
but a school cannot depend ... upon. stude.nts furnishing all 
such . instruments at all times."l 
The investment made .in. school owned instruments. 
should be safeguarded., .. and . every precaution must be taken in 
their care.. Only responsi.bl.e., . conscientious students should 
be allowed their use, . and adequate 1 safe. storage should be 
provided. It would be a good idea to have the student and 
parent sign a bond which 1-;ould make them responsi.ble i'or the 
care of that instrument while in the student's use. Provi-
sion for repair and replacement of instruments should be 
provided for in the budget. 
Other school owned equipment in the Junior and Senior 
High should include such items as: music stands, . phonograph, 
record library, tape recorder, suitable chairs, and filing 
cabinets. 
1 Ibid., p. 104 r.r. 
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There should also be a provision in the budget for 
. 
replenishing and adding .. to t .he music library. 
Membership.. Not all problema in building an instru-
mental program are. solved even when there is adequate 
equipment provided. The student' a schedule . should be 
arranged to provide for participation i.n music activities. 
School music groups such aa . the band . and orchestra can 
seldom me.et regularly, and devote the necessary time for 
practice and instruction, unle.aa they. are scheduled within 
the school day. 
Ina.tr.uction. Support, .eg_uipment and students must be 
welded toge.ther in deve.loping music . .in the schools to its 
full potential. This is .. the . function .. of the instructional 
staff. The supervisor must continua.lly seek ways of improv-
ing the. music. curriculum, .. and .he .. must .be .able. to work 
together with his administration, .p.rincipals, _teachers, 
parents, and his own music staff, in such a way that. all. 
will support . the music program.. It is the supervisor' a 
responsibility to make the administration . aware . of the music 
needs. He should be a good organizer, and be able to set up 
definite objectives. 
There are many. types of supervision, but the one that 
seems to have the greatest. potenti.al,. is the creative type. 
This type of supervision is a "within the group" approach. 
It demands a supervisor who can work with individuals and 
groups, and who can produce. the . conditions .. . under which 
people can think t .oge.the.r .. about purposes. and ways of impli-
menting them. He should .be able to secure . the resources 
that will make possible . the growth of the staff in vision 
and skills. The supe.rvisor is . a resource person. It is 
this type of supervlsion which glves the . gre.atest. promise, 
end is capable of releasing. the. full pot.ential ability of 
the sta.ff. 
Planning the Physical Plant for Nusic 
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General . .Planning.. "In planning new facilities, or 
remodeling present facilities for music instruction in 
the schools, thought. should be given to the needs of the 
school and community. Facilities suitable and available 
for use by all residents, regardless . of age, . will prove 
to be a social and cultural asset of great significance. 
Complete utilization of music resourc.es becomes a 
reality when school and c.ommunity needs are niet. The 
school then becomes the center of musical. activity for 
all the people. Success in housing . .and equipping the 
school music department. can be fully realized only when 
school. authorities, c.apable school architects, school 
music supervisors., . and community leaders work together 
in planning . :for .the fut.ure needs of both school and 
community music."l 
Common Faults.,. In many new and expensively construct-
ed schools, it has been £ound that the provisions for music 
are far from satisfactory. Many errors have been made in 
planning. Among the most commonare: {l) Ordinary class-
l Clarence Best, Nusi.c . Rooms .. and . Eguipme.nt, d.Bull.etin 
No. 17 (M.E.N.C.) 
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rooms assigned. for music se.rvlce. wi thou.t consideration for 
the special require.ments necessary for .suc.cessf'ul music 
teaching... (~} .. Widely se.parated .. locations .. for. music cl.ass-
rooms, music lib.r.ary prac.t .lce .... rooms., .. ins.t .rument. storage 
room, and auditar.i.um .. s.tage.; ... . (J.) .Auditoriums .. de.s.igned .. with. 
due regard for. beauty, but. entire~y lacking . . in .. service-
ability from the standpoint .. of . acoustic.s, . ins.trurnent 
storage, and storage space for music and music equipment; 
and (4) Common air or heat ducts connecting .. mu.si.c room ( s) 
with other classrooms, thus. transmitting so.unds throughout 
the building. 
General C.onside.ratio.ns . in .. P.l.anning .. ... The Music room 
or rooms should: . . ( 1) be. properly locate.d. so that .it is 
segregated from other sources. . of sound and away from other 
classrooms; {2) have .careful acoustical. treatment and .saund 
proofing; (3) hav.e terraced flooring .or. risers.; (4.) provide 
for adequate safe storage , for . ins.truments, . music, records 1 
and audio vlsuaL alds equlpment; .... (.,5.} .. be .. well located 
relatively to .each other; (6) have . adequate ventilation, 
(7} have proper . lighting.; . and . .(.8} have . adequate room space. 
The. s.i.ze and .. number of rooms needed for music depends 
of course, upon the size of the school and community. How-
ever, a far sighted planner will take into consideration . the 
possible growth of the music program, and should always keep 
this in mind. This kind. of .planning . might .. save.-expenslve 
alterati.ons at a lat.er. time. The mualc .ne.eds. .. should be 
planned .. large. enough .. to acc.ommo.date .. the .. . largest .number of 
students ever expe.c.ted . . by . the. music .. department. 
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PROPOSED BASIC Il'{STRUIYIENT ALLOTIYJENT FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS 
May, 19.51 
Instruments Enrollment Enrollment Enrollment 
200 - 400 400 - 600 6oo - Boo 
Violins, ~ size 2 4 4 
. Violins, 3/4 size 4 6 8 
Violins, full size 2 3 4 
Violas 2 
Cellos, i- size 1 2 2 
Cellos, ~/4 size 1 1 2 
Basses, 2 size 1 1 2 
Flutes 1 1 2 
Bb Clarinets 6 8 12 
Alto Saxophones 1 2 3 
Cornets 4 5 6 
Altos or Mellophones 2 2 2 
French Horns 2 
.Trombones 2 2 3 
Baritones 2 
Eb Tubas 2 
Snare Drums & Stands 2 2 2 
Bass Drums & Cymbals 1 1 1 
TOTALS 30 40 61 
EVANSTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
Department of Music 
4B B 
PROPOSED BASIC INSTRU:HENT ALLO'IT-'1EN'I1 F OR JU1UOR HIGH SCHOOLS 
May, 1951 
Enrollment Enrollment Enrollilient 
Instruments 2oo - 5oo 5oo - Boo Boo - 1100 
Violins, 3/4 size 3 3 ~ Violins, full size 4 4 
Violas 2 2 2 
Celli, 3/4 size 1 2 2 
Celli, full si~e 1 1 2. 
Basses ' 1 2 2 
Flutes 2 2 3 
Bb Clarinets 6 B 10 
Oboes 1 2 2 
Bassoons 1 2 2 
Al to Saxophones 1 2 2 
Tenor Sa:x:ophone.s 1 1 1 
Baritone Saxophones 1 
Cornets 4 5 6 
Altos or Mellophones 2 3 3 
French Horns 2 2 3 
Trombones 2 3 4 
Baritones 1 2 2 
Eb Basses 2 2 2 
BBb Basses 1 1 2 
Orchestra Drums 1 1 2 
Field Drums 2 2 2 
Orchestra B. D. 1 1 1 
Orchestra Cymbals 1511 1 1 1 
Timpani l l 1 
TOT.ALS 44 55 68 
Chapter III THE PRESENT MUSIC PROGRAM 
The Present Elementary Curriculum 
Classroom .Actlvi.tie.s... On the elementary level, the 
music in the classroom is. ap.pro.ache.d i'or .. the. most part from 
the traditional fashi,en,. The. supervisor visits once every 
two weeks, he.ars the previ.ous . assignment, which involves 
mostly rote and note singing, and make.s . the . assignment for 
the next two weeks. 
A few teachers in the system have set an excellent 
example of. what can be done. in music by . the classroom 
teacher. They have done an excellent job in providing the 
musical experiences which a child should have. 
Many of the teachers f .eel, however, that they are 
inadequately prepared for teaching music., . . and . that musie, 
since it is a "special" subject, should be taught by speci.al 
teache.rs. This is because . many . teache.r training .. ins.titu-
tiona do not ade.quately. prepare .. the .. c~as.sro.om . . teacher !'or 
music teaching, and there has not been .anything in the form 
of workshops or in-traini.ng co.ursesi.n musicinthe Weymouth 
Schools. The . result i.s .that mus.ic in some form is not 
"reaching" a maximum. number of students. 
Instrumental. Act.ivi.ti.es. The instrumental program 
has been functioning as follows: Instrume.ntal classes have 
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been organized only through demonstrat.ions .• .. ~.s has . been 
done .at the beginn.ing of each. year. • . The . demonstrations have 
been follo.wed up .by t he instrumental .company . representative. 
He makes the .. calls. at . the house.s . of . those chi.ldren .who 
filled out appl.icat.ions.. There .. has. been no testing program, 
and there has bee.n .no . per..sonal .. inter.views with students 
based upon I.Q, •. or student records. All the instrumental 
teaching in the schools. has been carrie.d on by . three members 
of the music staff: the supervisor., and . two assistants. 
Classes have been held once a week f .or thirty minutes, on 
school time. The number of active inst.rument.al .s .tudents 
each year for the past three years, has averag.ed about 250 
students, which is about one-thirtieth of the .p.re.sent total 
school enrollment. 
A few- of the elementary school.s . manage to have 
orchestras or bands but ... these .. on. the . whole, . are small in 
size, and do. not provide. the .typ.e of experience . which would 
come from larger groups. Tb.e.se groups .usually rehear.s.e once 
a week for thi.rty or forty. minutes. on. school time. 
The .. Present .. Junio.r .High SchooL Curriculum 
General and. VocaLMusi.c ... .P.r.ograms.. . The . general and 
vocal music programs in. . t he ·junior high . school. are developing 
quite well; considering t :qe fact that the junior high level, 
as a separate unit in t he system, is a new si tuatiozi'• 
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Activities include. general . . classroom. activi.tie.s-, . such. as. 
singing, mus.ic ap.preci.ation . and .. cr.eati:ve. work; .and gle.e. club 
activities. General. music is required of . all . seventh 
graders. Elective general music and glee. club is available 
to all eighth .. graders., and . glee club is available to ninth 
graders. The junior .high .mus.ic teacher feels that there 
should be some additionaL. activity in the . way. .. of .. apprecia-
tion or elementary theory for ninth grade.rs. 
InstrumentaL ActlvLt.ies.. The only functioning 
instrumental group in the junior high. school .is the orches-
tra, which is composed. of about twenty-five p.layers.. There 
is no band. Rehearsal time. has bee.n provided through an 
activity period which. is- scheduled .. f.ive . days a week~ for 
forty minutes, on school time. 
The . Pre.sent . . High .. Scho.ol. Curriculum 
'lhe p.resent . high. .scho.ol curriculum. cons.i,s.ts of: band~ 
which meets three days .a. week for f .orty minutes; orchestra, 
wh.ich meets two days a week for forty minutes; . and glee club 
which meets two days a week for forty minutes. 'lhese are on 
school time. There are no courses in music• appreciation, or 
theory, nor are there any ensembles. 
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Equipment 
There has., for the. past two years been a budget pro-
vided for music, but .it is inadequate .. to cover the music 
needs which demand immediate attention. 
Elementacy Level. There is a lack of muslc equipment 
at the elementary level. There are no record. libraries, 
other than what has been purchased by Parent-Teacher 
Associations. Few schools have any rhythm band or me.lody 
instruments. There are . no schoo.l . owned .band .or. orchestra 
instruments at the elementary le:ve.l. There . are few rooms 
which are equipped for 1ns.trurnental teaching.. For the most 
part, the only books on music are .the . regular. classroom. song 
books. 
Juni.or .. High .. Leve.l.. 'lhe juni.or highs are . beginning to 
acquire some equipment. Thare are a few. instruments, some 
records, a .phonograph, . . and .. music. stands.. . Ther.e . is a need 
for more . instruments., .. records, and . a . better type phonograph 
for use in the music room. Also, the chairs provided in the 
music rooms are not adequate... The .desk type . chai.r w1 th fold-
ing ar.m would be much better. 
High S.chool. Level. The high school is also beginning 
to acquire equipment through the budget provided, but there 
is still a need for mo.re instruments.. If the music 
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curric.ulum is. to be added .to, there .. will .be a need for 
things .. such as. a .. phonograph, .. records,. and . sui..table . teaching 
materi.als, i .. e .. , textbooks., music . magazine .. s., __ and .. music 
resource books. 
llie. urgent .. nee.d .. in the . high school is for housing for 
the music department. There are no present f .acilities . in 
the way of rehearsal rooms; and the facilities . for the 
storing of instruments, musi.c, records., and other equipment 
is inadequate. 
Present Music Staff 
llie present music faculty consists of five persons. 
They are: the supervis.or,. who does the string teaching, and 
handles the . high school.. hand, . .. o.r.che.st.ra, and .. glee. club; two 
instrumental. assistants., . who do. the re.s.t of. the .. instrume.ntal 
teaching; one .. elementary. v.ocal. supervis.or; and one junior 
high supervisor. / 
Chapter IV 
RECOMMENDATIONS F'OR DEVELOPI NG THE :MuSIC CURRICULUM 
IN THE WEYMOUTH SCROOL SYSTEM 
Introduction 
"Transition of any kind implies changes, as far as the 
schools are cohcerned. Educators warn us not to try to 
change . ove.rnight without clearly thinking through the 
problems involved. In the first place, most te acbers 
are not ready for complete change, and to foist a new 
and untried procedure upon them suddenly, is unfair to 
teachers and detrimental to the students. 11 1 
Any changes in music e ducation should be made gradu-
ally. There are definite responsibilitie.s. that must be 
taken among the school administration and .staff, in addition 
to those of the music supervisor or director. 
Administration. The same fundamental principles of 
education which underlie education in general, are the 
same for music education. Many administrators have had the 
policy of non-interference in relation to the actual music 
teaching. Often times, an administrator has said, "I don't 
know a thing about music, so I leave it up to my music 
supervisor." 
"Such an attitude is neither helpful nor sensible, 
for any principal or administrator should be able to 
l 
Perham, p. 175 
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tell whether .the same f .unda.mentaL principle.s . of e.duc.a-. 
tion which. unde.rlie. . the . . rest of his, program .are being 
carried out in the mus.ic curriculum, . regardless of 
whether he can distinguish . . bet.we.en 1Yanke.e Doodle' and 
the 'Blue Danube WaltzJ. 1 As an . e.ducator, a principal 
should insi.st upon a consistent ~ind of approach to 
education in the area o.f music."l 
If the music program .is to be consistant with the 
accepted principles of . modern education, . it should.: 
(1) promote wholesome attitudes. toward music, {indifference 
and dislike for music in the . schools . is often apparent in 
pupils who have been products of a formaL 11 logicallyu adult 
planned music courses), {2) contain f .lexible courses of 
study which will allo.w time for . . creati.ve .learning, {music 
courses should be organize.d around experience.s) (3) place 
emphasis on good performance,. but not. to the utter disregard 
of good education,. and . (.4} make .musi.c. a me.ans. of expression 
and enjoyment for all. 
In evaluating any music program, . the following 
questions might be used. as a constant check:... (1) Are there 
evidences that the children. understand the. social value and 
use of the music? (2) Are there evidences that there is a 
maximum number of students vitally interested and. partici-
pating in a variety of' music activities? (3) Is continual 
musical growth being fostered in the students? How? 
(4) Does the music program enrich the other areas of the 
school? (5) To what extent is there carry-over of music 
into the lives of the children outside the school? and 
(7) What values do the children themselves place on their 
experiences in. music? 
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'Ihe Clas.sro.om .Teacher. In many teacher training 
institutions, the time allotted to training the classroom 
teacher for teaching music is small in comparison to other 
subjects. In some cases., all. kinds . of plans, .. precepts, and 
devices have been laid down for . the teacher to follow. 
"In order to smooth out . as many. difficulties as 
possible., .. and . . in .order to insure. ... as .much. standardization 
of music learning as. possible, less.on plans and. detailed 
outlines have been. included .. in ... teachers' .manuals. and in 
the periodical. . supe.rviso.ry outline.s .. sent out by music 
supervi.sors ..• . Rigid ... insis.tence . on .unanimous .. achievement . 
of these standards regarding ... a..rnount .... of material covered 
in certain text books, and .o.n the . mastery. .of a definite 
sequence of so called 'proble!ns . in music .' has kept 
teachers shackled, and has narro:\ved their vision as to 
the possibilities of music in child education."l 
Many teachers, especially those who are new, feel 
that they must have some kind of outline, and since many 
supervisors have assumed that the classroom t .eacher is not 
capable of teaching music, these supervisors have let the 
teacher depend upon him in r egard to the teaching of music. 
The result has been that by the time the teachers have 
proved their ability and efficiency in carrying out the 
1 
Perham, p. 182 
music program developed .by the music supervisor, their 
desire to take the initiative, develop . originality, and 
develop new interests has been deadened. 
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It is the classroom teacher. who knows her children 
,best; she knows their background,. and the . school situation 
far better than the supervisor.. In .order for music to be 
meaningful to the children, . it must be an everyday exp.eri-
ence, and only the classroom ·teacher. can provide this 
experience, because the . sup.ervisor. c.an. make only pe.riodic 
visits. 
A new concept of teachi.ng music will have to be 
worked out by the combined . effor.t.s of. the . supervisors and 
classroom teac.hers. if understanding . and coope.ration, and a 
good curriculum in music .. is to .be devel.oped. . The develop-
ment of the music program in l1eymouth .should begin by 
finding a method of developing these qualitie.s •. .. One .method 
is the workshop. 
The Workshop as a Means . of. Developing 
Elementary Classroom Music 
A workshop program should utilize the combined 
judgments. of teachers, .supervisors, admini.s .trators, and 
resource persons, for a staff grows. as its members have 
opportunities to think, . plan, and .work .together. "'lhe 
workshop has .proved so effect.ive . as an in-service training 
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procedure at teacher training institutions . and for national 
and regional educational projects, that local school systems 
have adapted it to their uses . . in program. development. nl 
Char.ac .teristic.s.- of. ~· Wo.r.kshop . ... The workshop is a 
place where teachers can work together on their own problems 
or school problems. Co-operative work is encouraged, and 
workshop members . ar.e encourage.d ... to plan . togethe.r and to 
share the results of their.work. Committee .work is an 
essential part of the . worksh o.p •.. The major committee is 
usually the planning. committe.e., which has overall responsi-
bility for .planning, organization of. the workshop, and 
revision of the program. Other committees established as 
needed are: soci.al,. library, evaluation,. visitors, and 
hospitality, publicity, publications, bulletin board, and 
decorations committees. Basically., . the purpose of a 
workshop is to give the participants a chance to work on 
their problems with the assistance of resourc.e people. 
Organizing .a Music Workshop in Weymouth 
There are many ways of starting a music workshop, but 
pe rhap.s the best way would .. be to . ge. t a small group of the 
staff togethe.r with the superintendent, and supervisor, to 
discuss the music workshop. idea .. .. Staff . members could 
include teachers who have. shown an interest in muslc and who 
1Kimball Wiles, Supervision for Better Schools,p. 105 
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have had more experience. These could compose the planning 
committee, whose function . would . be to set .up . the . basic 
sehedule .. or ag.enda built around ... common. problema... .Thi.s .. 
agenda should be made f .lexible, to . allow for changes or 
additions as the need .. f.or .them arises~ 
T.he worksho.p shoul.d ... be ... welL.publi.cize.d through 
teachers meetings., .and. through .the .. Weymouth Teache.rs Associ-
ation bulletins.; and it .should . be. under.atood that it is done 
on an experimental. bas1s; .and .that. it will be evaluated. by 
the staff, the connnunity, and .the .Board . of. Educ.a.tion. It 
would be well to include, in .the workshop, members of the 
connnunity, and school. board as . a way of . insuring that an 
accurate evaluation of the workshop .. reac.hes these groups. 
If such persons attend .the. workshop it can. do . much in making 
the administration and connnunity aware of. the problems 
involved in building a .music program, and. help .understanding 
and cooperat.i .on. 
In addi ti.on to . staff. members, . the administration, and 
members of the cormnuni.ty, . outside .. consultants should be 
provided in . the way .of .music resour.c.e pe.rsons. . .These 
persons could be selec.ted .f.rom a music college., from book 
companie.s ., .and from .the St~te. Depar.tment .of. Education. 
These persons can contribute much to the workshop by 
increasing the v.a.riety of ideas, .and can .give the teachers 
in the system the feeling. that they have .had a worthwhile 
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experience.. The entire teaching . staff on the. elementary 
le.vel should be . urged to . attend, .. but admitted by. applic.ation 
only. 
Imp.lement.ing .. . ~.,Resul-ts .. .. o.f. ... ~ .Workshop. . Some 
means of. implementing . the. results .of . the .. workshop must be 
found. A commit. tee .. could he . formed to gat.he.r all pertinent 
data, and. wlth .the . . ald .of resource .persons ... f .orrnulate .. a .. bas.ic 
course of study for music •... This would .. not be intended to be 
followed s.trictly but rather as. a guide . for the teacher. 
fuere should be an official .lea.de.r for .the. workshop, whose 
function would be to stimulate the .original interest . in a 
workshop, to pull together people who will be interested in 
planning a workshop, . to secure f .a.cill.ties and staf'f members 
with whom to carry out plans, and to serve. as trouble-
shooter and coordinato.r during the .. workshop .program. Logi-
cally, this should be .the music supervisor, and it is his 
responsibility to see that teache.rs . are encouraged to 
implement the work accomplished . in .. the. workshop. 
Possible ... Results .... of . .!! . Music ... Wor.kshop.. Out of .such a 
workshop .can be. developed a .. music . curriculum. that . will have 
meaning and function. . Teache.rs .. who . attend. will become more 
interested in the program because . t'lley have had .a .part in 'it. 
Through the workshop the teacher could. become more acquaint-
ed with music materials, and they would be stimulated to do 
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some independent thinking. Development in initiative, 
responsibility and. creative activit.y ~Iould be much more 
likely to take plac.e . as a result of. the workshop, than . under 
the formal type. of. organi.za.tio.n in .which the teache.r' s job 
is to folJ.o.w a giv.e.n course. of study. Through the. workshop, 
the supervisor. would have. a much better idea· of te-achers 1 
problems, and their strengths and wealmes.ses.. Teachers 
would be encouraged to write. down the.ir experiences in music 
with their students, and . share the result.s of . these experi-
ences with other teachers--out of thi.s alone can come many 
valuable aids in developing .bet:te.r music . te.aching, and most 
important, the children in the classroom would get a "new 
deal" in music education. 
Once the support. of even a small number of teachers 
is secured, the musi.c activities whi.ch they carry out are 
bound to be noticed by other teachers, . and interest will 
spread. It is a wise superv.is.or who .fosters . this growth of 
interest by doing a11 .in .. his power to help .and guide the 
teachers. The supervisor. is. the.n . serving his true function, 
which is that of a resource person. 
As the classroom music program grows and improves, 
it will foster the growth and improvement of every other 
phase of the music curriculum, because it will give the 
children the basic experience in music which deve.lop.s their 
interest, and will encourage them to explore other phases 
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of music. The result will be that the whole music program 
will mushroom, making e.. very valuable contribution in . en-
riching the student . ~ s education. and .. . to .. .the entire .school 
curriculum. 
Developing the .. Elementary Instrumental Program 
.. In organizing the instr.ume.nte.l . program in the 
elementary schools, it is recommended the.t . the demonstration 
of instruments take place. as early in the school. year as 
possible.. Arrangements should be made. beforehand with each 
school principal in scheduling these demonstrations. It 
would be a good idea . to. have these . instrume.nts . demonstrated 
by elementary pupi.ls who are proficient. on .the various 
ins trum.ent s. 
'llle names of all prospective students, and thelr 
parents' names sho.uld .. be ... s.ecure.d .. a.t ... the.s.e . demonstrations. 
It is. recommende.d that the instrume.ntal teachers get 
permission from achool. ... princip.a.ls .to look. up students' 
school records. as . .a .further means . . of .. acquiring . students for 
the instrumental program.. When all students.' names have 
been liated1 the parents of' these students should be con-
tacted by mail through an explanatory card or letter 
containing information .about the program, and stating a 
time and place at which interviews will be held. - These 
interviews should. be held in the schools in. the evening; 
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evenings being preferable . because .. both parents. would more 
likely to be at home at. thi.s .. time. . . One . school in e a.ch. are a 
of town. could be designa.t.ed for these interviev;s. 
The interviews would run over a .period of several 
nights, each evening. being spent by the .music staff in a 
different school. This would give those who are unable to 
attend the interview in their own area, . o.n . . a given evening, 
a chance to attend an inte.rview in .. another .area, . on . another 
evening. 
At the interview, arrangements could be made for 
purchasing or renting instruments, and the . parents would 
have a chance to ask any questions which .they may have con-
cerning the program. Possibly, a representative from one of 
the instrument companies .. could be there . to give information 
on prices and rental plans. 
Before putting. the. program .into ope.ration, .principals 
and teachers of each school should be. consulted with and be 
thoroughly info.rme.d as to the plans. for times of .instrumental 
classes, and room facilities to be used for teaching these 
classes, so that their permission and. cooperation will be 
secured. A.t'ter classes are formed, . the instrume.ntal instruc-
tors should supply a list of names of their students to the 
school principals. 
Later in the year, probably after the Christmas 
vacation, opportunities for participation in ensembles 
should be provided for qualif.ied. students. 
It is reco:mrne.nded. that . each. stud.e.nt . have two class 
lessons a . week. After . ensembles are .. organi.z.ed, one lesson 
and one ensemble . period per .week is. recommended. 
Developing the Juni.or. High Instrumental .Program 
Although sufficient time . has .. been . provided for 
orchestra and band in the junior .. high school., . there is no 
time provided within the school day for instrumental 
instruction. This could be worked . in the schedule through 
the rotation or stagger plan... In this. plan students take 
lessons. a different period the same .. da:y: each .week, until all 
periods.. are used up.. . For example, the first week: Honday, 
the first period; the second week: ... Monday., .. the second 
period; the third week: Monday .. the .. third period, etc. 
The instructor would spend t he entire. day. giving. instruction. 
This plan .should be dis.cussed with the principals of · the 
junior highs. 
It is recommended that an imme.di.ate .. .drive be. started 
in both junior highs for ins t rumentalists and instrument~ · 
needed to .fill out the needed instrumentation. 
Developing the Senior High Curriculum 
It is reconmended that the courses presented in 
chapter II (P .33) be adapted into . the curriculum. It is 
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suggested that these. courses be . put. on .a req.uired elective 
basis, so that a student ... is required . to ele.c.t . some music 
course... 'Ihe description of these .. course.s ... should be p.resented 
in a way whi.ch. will . appeaL to the stude.nts.. Perhaps some of 
the courses would have to be combined at first until 
sufficient interest is bui.lt up . in the music . program. In-
terest might be built through music assemblies. 
As the facili ti.es . for musi.c . in .. the. hi.gh school are 
limited, and the high s.chool is beginning to feel the 
increased enrollment, . t .he scheduling .. of a room .. or rooms for 
music classes may present problems. The high .school 
principal should be consulted . V-Ii th in solving . such .problems. 
It is recommeride.d that provision. for advanced ins.tru-
mental instruction be. offered. This could .be scheduled in 
the same manner .as. suggested for .the .. junior .high school. 
Recommendati.on .. f .or .a . Physic.al. Plant. for Music 
at the High School 
In orde.r for a music curriculum. in .the high school 
to be effective, there must be some .provisions made for a 
physical plant . for music.. The need is a serious one, .and 
will grow more serlous all. the time, bec.ause . of' the rapid 
growth of the school .population. 
Before making any. specif.ic recommendations for the 
physical plant, it is felt that .a brief summary of school 
enrollments and building .. development . might help . the. reader 
get . a picture. of the Weymouth . SchooL System. 
llie . high .... schooL .ia. v.ery . soon going . to feel ... the 
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effects of the . enro.llment .gr.owth which has . be.en . taking. place 
in the elementary . schools... . 'Ihe .. school e.nrollment in . 
Weymouth has ne.arly. doubled., . since . 194.3 • .. In .194.3, the total 
school enro.llment was 4,452.. The. present . en~ollment, .. ac-
cording to the latest figures., . is. 7 ,517 .• ... Thi.s .. is . an. increase 
of 3,125 students. 
'Ihere are now two junior highs . feeding . the .high 
school. One is a new building , . which .. was . . complet.ed in 1951, 
the other is a converted elementary. school building to which 
an addition has been built •. . Another juni.or .. high . is now in 
the process of being . built. There are two new elementary 
schools now. being used . . and .adcli.tions .. have .. been .added to five 
existing elementary .buildings .• .. The.re is anothe.r elementary 
schooL now: under. .. cons.t.ruc.tion. and still another is planned. 
Two tables are. shown on p.73A and p.73B • One shows 
the Wilson prediction . of enro.l1ment .s . bro.ke.n down by grades. 
The other, taken fro.m. the annual report .of the school 
committee, shows the. actua~ enro.llment.s .s .ince the pre:d.iction 
was made in 1947. 
When the present building plans are completed the 
school. system will be composed . of fourteen elementary 
schools, three junior high schools, and a senior high .. 
school. - By 1955 the trans.i.tion to .a . 6-3-3 system will be 
completed. 
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The plan . . submitted .. i'o.r the high schoo.l .. physical plant 
i'or music (floor. plan --P-• 73C) should meet . the immediate and 
future needs of the_ .school . and. conununi ty. 
In adding musi.c rooms. to the . auditorium, .it is 
recommended that the _ auditor .ium. be. expanded. and. improved at 
the same time. The pl.an .. call.s . for the .following rooms: 
Band-Orches.tra ... Rehe.axs.al ... Room ... 
This room should be large .enough .. to accommodate 90 
to 100 players, with p.lenty of room. {.1.8 sq i't) for each 
player and. his instrument. The room functions best when it 
is equipped with risers, ei t her permanent .. or portable. 
These risers should be .. a .t leas.t 48" wide, and each riser 7 
or 8 inches _ above. one. anothe.r ., -and should consist of about 
four levels. There should . be .enough :.:sp.aee ... in front of the 
risers to accommodat.e a grand .piano., recording machine, 
black board and bull.etin . boards .• . _.The . room should be well 
lighted both through. windows, and. through artificial light-
ing, for use at ni ght. There should be adequate number of' 
electrical outlets spaced acro.s.s .the ba.ck . wall. L_ast, but 
by no means least, the room should be treate.d . acoustically 
with utmost care. 
The room presented .in. the floor plan for band and 
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orchestra .shoul.d .. be .. large . . eno.ugh to .fit . its purpose well. 
It is sixty feet wide, .by forty: feet deep., . and has a .. high 
ceiling • .. It is equipped w:i th risers, three. of which are 
four feet wide, the fourth. and highest . being six feet wide 
to accommodate the larger instruments.. The .room is also 
equipped with two instrument locke.rs, one on each side of 
the room near the front. These are each .twel.ve feet long 
and six feet deep, being equippe.d with 'roll . away' racks 
which would hold the larger instrurnent.s . within . the cabinets, 
so that when these instruments are to be used, one simply 
unlocks. the cabinet .and rolls out the racks. The corridor 
which leads to this room would be .equipped wi.th double doors 
which would do a great deal towards shutting out the sound 
to other parts of the. building. This band room has . direct 
entrance to. instrument .storage 9 director's office, uniform 
room, and music .and .. record .storage, and., . is close to the 
auditorium. stage. 
The ?1usic Cl.as.s.r.oom 
This room which would . be like. a clas.sroom, should be 
large enough to accommodat e at least forty pupils. It 
... 
should be well lighted, both through windows and artifi-
cially, and should be acoustically treated. There should be 
enough space for a piano, radio-phonograph, t eacher 1 s desk, 
music cabinet, black boards, bulletin boards, and closet. 
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This room has been planned so that it is located ~ith 
direct access to the musi.c s torage r oom and is close to the 
instrument room. This_ room measur.es. twenty-four feet by 
forty feet. 
Chorus Rehe ar..s-al . ·Room 
This room should be double the size of an ordinary 
classroom, a.nd should be wider than deep. It should be 
equipped with risers and. should have room at the f ront for an 
upright piano, musi.c cablnet, directors music stand, black 
boards and bulletin boards,. It should be .well llghted and be 
acoustically treated. 
The room in the planmeasures twenty-four feet by 
forty feet. It is equi.pped. with three .levels of risers, 
each three feet wide . a.nd .. e.ach. rai.s.ed . s.ix inches above the 
other. It is adequately lighted and there . i .s plenty of room 
at the front for the equipme.n.t needed • 
. Instrument ... St.o.r.age. Room ... 
This room should be located close to the band and 
orchestra rehearsal room. It should be well ventilated and 
protected against excesaive moisture or. heat, or excessive 
changes in temperature. It should be . equipped. with lockers 
not more than forty-eight inches deep or .s .eventy-two . inches 
high. 
The room presented is a combination instrument 
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storage room and .rep.air shop. It is equipped . with lockers 
and the room itse.lf .measures .. six.tee.n . fe.e.t .by twenty-five 
feet. The room .. should. include . . a smalL work bench for minor 
repairs of instruments. The benchs .. shoul.d. be equippe.d with 
natural-gas connections. and . electrical outlets, and both 
wood and steel. vises, als.o, running . water .plus enough drawer 
and cabinet spac.e for such. equi.pme.nt . as: . bow frogs and 
screw, bow hair, violin glue., pad cement, pads, springs, 
mouthpieces, etc. This room would be well ventilated thus 
protected against excessive heat or changes in temperature, 
or excessive moisture. This . room adjoins . the . band-orchestra 
room and the. director's of.fice. 
Music and . Re.c ord .. Li.br.ary 
This room should ... ad.join. instrument. stor.age . room if 
possible and should ... have . . space for fi.llng cabinets, adequate 
shel.ving for records,. so.rting rack (s) , . and work table. To 
unde.rstand. the dimensions. of this room best, the plan 
should be referred to. 
Boys and. Girls Locke.r Ro.oms . 
1hese rooms would se.rve for dressing rooms, and would 
be especially useful during the football . seas.on when the 
uniforms are being used more . often. Each room meas.ur.es 
sixteen feet by sixteen feet and each has adequate room for 
fifty or more lockers, and benches. 
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Uniform. Storage ... Room .. . 
This room has . been made. large enough. to . sto.re 100 or 
more uniforms plus as many. choir rob.es. are are . needed. The 
room measures nine feet by sixtee.n feet. This. room would be 
well ventilated through . an .. air duct . or b.lo.wer, and would be 
moth-proofed. 
Practice Rooms 
The plan submitted has six practice . rooms, four of 
which .me.asure six and one-half by twelve feet, and two of 
which measure e.leven by twelve feet. The smaller rooms 
would be used for single .. prac.tice. ~ooms, while the larger 
for ensemble . rehearsal.. All would. be soundproofed and 
ventilated. 
Types of Equipment 
The choice and type of equipment used in the music 
department is in many case.s a personal pref.erence of the 
director, but there are many basic considerations which 
should be followed. -
Chairs. It is difricult to find a type of folding 
chair which is conducive to the correct posture which is so 
important in playing a music instrument. A narrow, almost 
perpendicular but shaped back, which would support the 
performer's ba.ck slightly below the shoulder blades would 
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be satisfactory, but a folding chalr .of this type is hard to 
find. So far the straight hentwo.od . chair seems . to be the 
most conducive to good posture .for playing. 
Cello and Bass viol players need chairs- of dLfferent 
design from other player..s.. A Cellist can . use. the bentwood 
type of chair with ease but there are few, if any folding 
chairs he can use. Bass Viol players shouldhave high 
stools, and it would be an advantage .. to have .. these stools 
adjustable, much in the same way as . a piano stool so that it 
could be adjusted to the person's height. 
For the music classroom, chairs wlth the folding type 
arms· would be suitable •. . This type se.ems. to be the most 
practical. and is . used widely. 
Musi.c . St.and.s.. A durable metal stand which is adjust-
able to height and angle of desk . is . the. most desirable and 
practical type. The. "Manhasset" stand, . which .. is of a 
pneumatic type, is quite satisfactory • . They are light in 
weight, are quite rugged, and are easy to . adjust. One needs 
only to push down or pull up to the desired level, and, the 
stand is so made that it will remain at the desire height, 
without any further adjustment. The desk angle is also 
adjusted in the sam..e way. 
~ Phonograph • . Since music appreciation plays such 
a very important p.art in .any music p rogram, and the 
13 
phonograph is used .quite. e.xtensively in the. teaching of this 
subject, it is believed the.tit is very important tohave a 
phonograph which wi.ll. re.p.roduce music. as fe.i thf.ully as 
possible. Therefore, the use of e. good high-fidelity type 
machine is recommended. 
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TABLE IV 
ESTIMATED SCl:iOOL .. ENROL11ENTS FOR 
WEYMOUTH, MASSACHUSETTS, 1947 - 1965 
Enrolments . 
Year Births GR.1-3 Gr.4~6 Gr.l-6 Gr. 7-9 Gr.10-.12 Gr.7-12 Gr. 7-8 Gr.9-12 
1934 328 
1935 337 
l936 330 
1937 341 
1938 3~6 1939 3 2 
1940 413 
1941 470 
1942 533 
1943 585 
1944 610 1219 
1945 634 1200 
1946 702 1175 
1947 760 1437 1139 2576 1155 1036 2191 716 1475 
1948 770 1636 1156 2791 1186 1020 2206 735 1471 
1949 732 1855 1276 3131 1162 999 2161 722 1439 
1950 700 2036 1379 3416. 1200 982 2182 745 1437 
1951 671 2123 1570 3693 1218 1008 2226 755 1471 
1952 645 1206 1780 3986 134.5. 988 2333 835 lll-98 
1953 623 2443 1954 439.7 1454 . 1020 .. 24-7-5 902 1572 
1954 606 26~5 2037 4682. 1654. 1035. 2689 1023 1666 
1955 591 26 0 2118 4798 1876 1143 3019 1162 18.57 
1956 579 2565 2345 4910 2059 1236 3295 1276 2019 
1957 568 2436 2538 4974 2147 1406 3553 1332 2221 
1958 560 2335 2572 4907 2232 1595 3827 1382 2445 
1959 553 224.5 2462 4707 2471 17.50 4221 1530 2691 1q6o 
.548 2168 2338 4.506 267.5 182.5 4.500 16.57 . 2843 
1961 .543 2109 2241 43.50 2710 1897 4607 1680 2927 
1962 .540 20.57 2154 4211 2594 2100 469~ 1608 3086 1963 2015 2081 4096 2464 2274 473 1530 3208 
. 1964 1977 2024 4001 2362 2304 4666 1465 3201 
1965 1949 1974 3923 2270 220.5 447.5 1408 3067 
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ANNUAL REPORT _ OF 'I'tili _ SCHOOL DBPARTMENT 
WEYMOUTH, MASSACHUSETTS, 1953 
Sill•mAHY OF ACTUAL SCHOOL ENROLMENT 
(October 1 each year) 
Higli Vocational Junior 
Year School School High - -Elementary Total 
1947 1242 211 3381 4834 
1948 1286 205 3615 5106 
1949 1261 212 3851 5324 
1950 1230 216 4317 5763 
1951 1109 239 - 1060 3897 6305 
1952 1098 249 1143 4438 6928 
1953 1206 222 1305 4844 7577 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
Summary 
Education in our public schools is constantly chang-
ing. New ideas and phil.osophies are entering the picture of 
education, and their . value if being proven. 
Music has taken on a new significance as . an integral 
part of the curriculum, . and the human values which are 
derived from music project into home and family life, 
citizenship, and community relations.. . These human values , 
t o which music can make a. great. contribution, are sorely 
needed in our scientific dominated culture. 
The question which arises is, how can music be taught 
so that it will tap the full potential. of its benefits? 
llie answer seems to be that allowance should be made for 
conditions out of which new situations arise, by keeping 
the curriculum flexible and by educating ourselves to its 
construction. 
It was found that in t he element.a.ry. school, the 
emphasis in learning. to read music is placed .upon building 
music reading readiness, and through this create the desire 
to learn the symbols necessary for music reading. This 
reading readiness can be developed through rote songs, 
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and the playing of simple instruments. 
It was discovered further that it is the creative 
type of learning that permeates the. "new schooln in music 
education, and it is this approach which shows the most 
potential. For a creative program to function, it requires 
a flexible education program, and. a flexible music curricu-
lum. Creative learning is based upon experience and it is 
this experience learning that has been found meaningful. to 
the child. 
In developing .and ins trumental program it was found 
that preparation through .. rhythm band and simple melody instru-
ments in the. first three .or four grades, can make a definite 
contribution. It was found furthe.r that the success of the 
instrumental program hinges. to a great extent upon the 
musical expe.riences which the child .acquires during the 
first three or four year.s. The instrumental class was 
found to be largely responsible for the many bands and 
orchestras now in our schools; and that the class procedure 
of teaching instruments can be as effective as private 
instruction. It was discovered further that the instru-
mental class serves its purpose best when organized in the 
elementary school. Two class lessons a week on school time 
was set as the minimum time allotment. 
'Ihe developing of string playerswas found to be a 
problem.. The lack of these string students is chief.ly due 
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to the way the instrume.nt has been taught, the growth in 
popularity of the band, and the rise of the. jazz orchestrs .• 
The enviorment of the elementary classroom was found 
to be of vital importance. Such equipment . as piano, phono-
graph,. and records, rhythm band and simple. melody instru-
ments have great value in providing . the necess.ary enviorment 
for the cbilde 
Certain equipment was. found to be essential to the 
carrying-out of the .ins.trument.al program in the elementary 
school. The . instrumental classroom mus.t be properly 
equipped, . and. there should be a . number of school owned 
instruments provided. . Financ.ial aid should. come . from the 
school on this equipment. 
In the junior high instr umental program it was 
suggested that the chief aim be the development of instru-
mentation. This can be done by transferring students to like 
instruments and by starting new students. It was recommend-
ed that additional instrument s and equipment. be acquired, 
and that the curriculum shou ld include opportunities for 
participation .in band, . orchestra, and ensembles. 
2he high s.chool music curriculum .is .. to . be thought of' 
in terms of preparation for afte.r school life. · Activities 
in singing, courses in music appreciation and history, 
music theory, and instrumental. activities, sho.uld be 
provided on school time for credit. 
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It was discovered that the success of the music 
program is dependent upon four additional factors besides a 
broad curriculum. lliese were: ( l) the suppor.t of school 
administrators,. (2) adequate equipment,. (3) . adequate time 
allotment, and (4) capable instruction. 
Factors to be considered in planning the physical 
plant for music included. such things as .proper location of 
music rooms, adequat.e room. space,. adequate storage . facili-
ties, etc. 
In Chapter III, the present music program was 
discussed. The present curriculum was outlined, and the 
equipment needs were discussed. It wa.s pointed out that 
there is an immediate need for housing for the high school 
music department. 
In Chapter IV, a means of developing the curriculum 
and the physical plant in the Weymouth schools was p.resented. 
Here the emphasis was laid on the organization of a music 
work shop, and plans for the building . of. a physical p.le.nt 
for music were presented., together with a f.loor plan. 
Conclusions 
"Our changing world demands the ability to adjust to 
new situations and to. strive continually for new goals. 
As our goals. change, let us be ready to move in the 
direction of our ideals, since to remain. static is 
fatal. With faith in our philosophy, and . confidence 
in our teachers to guide wisely, the vital school 
experiences of our children, and to remain . learners 
themselves, we may look forward confidently to many 
thrilling . experiences with children and. music in the 
new school."l 
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Weymouth has a fine school system, and music can make 
a valuable contribution to it if music supervisors, the 
administration, the teachers, and the com.muni.ty work to-
gether in deve.loping mus.ic to its full potent.ial.. It can 
be done with careful and farsighte.d planning. 
l 
Perham, P• 187 
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